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“E” AWARD AT CAMDEN TOMORROW
Presentation of the Army-Navy “E” award to the employes
of the Camden Shipbuilding and Marine Railway Company will
be made tomorrow at 11.30 A. M. The official program follows:
Program Ot Presentation
Posting of Colors

U. S NavaJ Air Station
Color Guard
Introductory Remarks by Master of Ceremonies

H. S. BICKFORD
Personnel Director
Oamden Shipbuilding & Marine Railway Co.
Presentation of Army-Navy “E” Award
REAR ADMIRAL W. T. CLUVERIUS

(UlSN Ret.)

Acceptance of Army-Navy “E” Award
O W. MAYHEW

Purchasing Agent
Camden Shipbuilding & Marine Railway Co.
Raising of Army-Navy “E” Flag

U. S. Naval Air Station
Color Ouard
Presentation of “E” Insignia
MAJOR GENERAL FULTON Q C GARDNER
Commanding General

Northeastern Sector
Eastern' Defense Command
Acceptance of Insignia on Behalf of Employees
FRED WITHERSPOON
Final Remarks by Master of Ceremonies

Friendship Shocked I Union Boy Commended
Body Of Lieut. Barbara Sgt. Richard A. Gushee
Evans, WAVE, Retired,
Praised For His Share In
Found At Martin’s
Sea Rescue Control
Point
An Eighth A AF Fighter Wing,
_______
The body of Lieut. Barbara Evans,

38, retired WAVE, missing since Frl* day morning from the Martin’s
* Point, Friendship, Summer home of
her father, Prof. Owen D Evans of
Girard College, Philadelphia, and
Ridley Park, Pa.,' was found late
Sunday afternoon on a small island
about 100 yards off shore in the Lake
Forest section, by a party of
picnickers.
Lieut. Evans failed to appear for
breakfast Friday .morning and was
found not to be ln her room. Her
wrist watch was found in a small
boat near the Summer home.
Dr Charles D. (North, county
medical examiner, pronounced death
the result of being mentally un
balanced. Lieut Evans had recently
been discharged from the Walter
f
Reed Hospital ln Washington
Funeral services for Miss Evans
will be held at Davis Funeral Home,
Thomaston, Tuesday at 3 o’clock,
Rev. H. F. Leach officiating. Com
mittal services and interment will
be at the Sweetland cemetery in
South Waldoboro.

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL

England:

Member Of a team which spec
ializes in helping to save airmen
for^pd down at sea, Sergeant Rich
ard A. Gushee of Union, shared in
the commendation given by this
Eighth A.A.F. Fighter Wing for its
Air Sea Rescue control work by Lt.
Gen. James H. Doolittle command
ing Eighth Air Force. The com
mendation was indorsed by Major
Gen Jesse Auton commander of this
fighter wing.
In congratulating the officers and
men for the invaluable service they
are performing, Gen. Doolittle
called attention to the remarkable
case of a bomber crew resccued ten
minutes after their aircraft landed
in the North Sea 35 miles from the
English coast. He lauded the unit
for having developed into an effi
cient and indispensable organization
and added that its record reflected

Church-Grange Fair
WKEAG GRANGE HALL

FRIDAY, AUG. 18

Midsummer Concert
Baptist Church, Warren

SALE

SUPPER

ENTERTAINMENT

• Thursday Evening

Aug. 17, 8 P. M.

FAIR

Sale Starts At 2 O’clock

SILVER OFFERING

65*'lt

PUBLIC SUPPER
BENEFIT
AT. BERNARD’S CHURCH, ROCKLAND

THURSDAY, AUG. 17

AT CHURCH BASEMENT HALL
FIRST SERVING 5:30 P. M.
ADMISSION—ADULTS, 50c; CHILDREN 25c

Blueberry Crisis

RUNS FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Urgent pleas from Maine blue
berry growers that price ceilings be
lifted on their remaining crop to save
Connecticut Democrats are today
them from what they call the worst ready to conduct a full campaign to
agricultural disaster in Maine history
were conveyed to the OPA, War Food put their state as well as national
Administration (WFA) and Agri ticket in office in the Nov. elecculture Department by Senator (tien. Former Governor Robert A.
Owen Brewster.
Hurley is again candidate for Gov.
About 10 percent of the normal i and with him is running Prof. Wil
potential crop is all that is left of bert Snow as candidate for lieuten
the output ln Maine, which produces ant governor. The nomination of
75 percent of all the Nation's blue
Professor Snow marks the fifth
berries and 99 percent of the can
time a Connecticut college leader
ned variety.
has
campaigned for lieutenant-gov
[ Eighteen million .pounds of the
berries were produced in 1943, but ernor.
Middletown’s interest in the con
i growers George F. Marston and
vention
was centered in Professor
George Poindexter estimated that
Snow,
who
was strongely urged by
the crop about to be harvested won't
his
home
delegation
for governor
reach 2.090,000 pounds. The situa
Charles
Wilbert
Snow
was been
tion was brought about by a severe
on
White
Head
Lsland,
St.
George,
combination, they said. First there
was bad weather injury, followed Me.. April 6. 1884. and received his
by a heavy killing frost early in education in the High School at
June. Then the drought came and Thomaston. (Me., and Bowdoin from
to top lt off the army cutworm, ap which he graduated in 19C7. He la
pearing once every 20 years, struck ter had an honorary degree of Mas
ter of Arts from that college fol
for the first time since 1024.
Brewster and the growers said the lowing a Master of Arts degree he
Government officials with whom earned at Columbia in 1910.
Prof Snow taught English suc
they conferred late today declared
that the only thing to do was to cessfully in New York university
chalk it up “as a disaster and treat Bowdoin, Williams. University of
it as such’’—which would mean that Utah, fleed College, Indiana Uni
the ceiling prices on processed ber versity until 1921, Preceding that
ries might be lifted to enable the career in education he was Eskimo
growers to make what they could teacher and reindeer agent in Al
out of the remaining crop.
aska in 1911-12. He was second and
Action from the Office of Price first lieutenant in Field Artillery in
Administration is expected prompt 1917-19. Coming to Wesley, Prof.
ly, Brewster said. The present ceil Snow was assistant and then asso
ing is based on the payment of 12 ciate professor of English, a post he
cents a pound to growers by the pro now holds.
cessors.
Prof. Snow belongs to Modern
iMarston, who ls president of the Language Association of America.
Chandler River Cooperative As Phi Beta Kappa. Beta Theta Pi.
sociation, Jonesboro, and Poindex Democratic club and the Players of
ter, a Franklin grower and president New York, He is president of the
of Northeastern Packing Company, State Association of Boards of Edu
said that the situation this year is
cation.
the worst in the 75 years blueberries
Prof. Snow was married to Jean
have been a commercial crop. It is
nette Simmons, also a Maine resi
Maine’s second most important agri,
dent, Feb. 23, 1922. They have five
cultural commodity—with potatoes
children. There home is at 19 New
taking first place.
field
street.
Brewster was asked by the grow
The
year after Prof. Snow was
ers to request the Army to release
growers from their commitments to married he had published his first
supply the armed forces, which had book of verse. Five have followed.
planned to take 66 (percent of the They deal chiefly with the Maine
coast.
crop.
Middletown’s delegates to the
Besides other problems, the grow
coA
’ention returned.Saturday night
ers said, Canadian berries provide
highly
pleased with their success in
unlimited competion.
obtaining a place on the State tick
excellent training and a high degree et for Prof. Snow.
Democratic party leaders locally
of alertness and skill.
felt
that nomination of Prof. Snow
With this the oldest operational
had
greatly strengthened the Dem
control wing in the European Thea
ocratic
ticket. Prof. Snow made the
tre Sergeant Gushee is a radio op
seconding
speech for Brien McMa
erator in the Air Sea Rescue com
hon as the Democratic candidate
munications section and his job
for Jbnited States Senator and his
contributes materially to the com
remarks drew great applause from
munications which must be main
the convention.
tained between the base and the
Prof. S. Hugh (Brockunier placed
plane in distress.
Prof. Snow’s name In nomination
Those in charge at the Commun
ity Canning Center were pleased
that produce for canning last week
came in voluntarily and included
beans, Swiss chard, beet greens,
peas, beets and apples. The number
of cans packed last week were 840.
The center is still behind In its
quota.

W/LGEKT SHOW
White Head native nominated for
Lieutenant Governor by Connecti
cut Democrats.

Editorially the Press said:
“Prgf Snow of Wesleyan who
will run for lieutenant governor
had been a candidate for governor.
He enters the State political field
without previous experience, al
though for many years he has been
active in local Democratic politics,
was once an unsuccessful candi
date for stale senator from the 33d
District, and has served as a
member of the Town Board of Ed
ucation. He has also (been connected
with the Housing development as
the director of publicity for the
Middletown Housing Authority.”

Troubles did not come singly to
William R. Olsofi, whose jaw was
broken recently in a street scrap.
He was taken to Portland to have
the jaw wired, and later was ar
rested by the local police and com
mitted to jail. While there his jaw
began to swell, and Friday he was
again taken lo a Portland hospital
by Deputy Sheriff Ernest Gray. And
he’s wondering what’$ next c<n his
schedule.
Postmaster Connellan and sons
have been witnessing the games be
tween the Boston Red Sox and St.
Louis Browns, which were to have
on important bearing on the Ameri
can League championship. Leo was
tremendously impressed by the
epic duels and the great crowds
which were in attendance. His com
ments, in a letter to the Spots Ed
itor. were highly intresting.

men having experience on water preferred. Wages

pany whose establishment dates
back to 1889, moved during the
week-end to its new and commodi
ous quarters in the Crie block at
408 Main street, only two doors
north of where it has been located
many years.
Seth Low, who recently acquired
the business, was greeting custom
ers in the new location yesterday,
although there are several items of
fixtures yet to be^moved from the
old store.
The quarters occupied many
years by the Crie Hardware Com
pany, have been made spick and
span; the hardwood floor has been
refinished, walls and ceiling have
been painted and the shelving has
been built over to accommodate the
large stock ot items on sale.
Mrs. Low, the former Katherine
Spear, is the granddaughter of Col
E. R. Spear, who was one of the
proprietors of a leading store at this
same location, known in the early
part of this century as Spear, May
& Stover, and later as JS. R. Spear
& Company.
There is much more space In the
new store than in the old and Mr.
Low plans to add to his sleek :n
trade as soon as items are available.
Not in use, as yet, are two balconies,
i well lighted byi roof windows, and
there is a large room, up one flight,
suitable for an office, and a still
larger room, up two flights, adapted
for storage. A dry cellar, with 10foot ceiling, runs the entire length
of the store. Heating facilities, witli
an oil burner, are adequate.
In one of the windows, there is
displayed a rifle, helmet, leather
box of cartridges, insignia of a cap
tain, occupational currency for
British possessions and for Dutch
possessions, and coins, taken from
a captured Japanese soldier some
where in the Pacific. These were
sent home by Capt. William Sharpe,
ol the U. S. Marine Corps, son of
Mrs. Low.
Genial Mr. Low has assisting him
Miss Clara Tuttle, long identified
with the company;/ Mrs. Evelyn
Cameron, who has been employed
there several months; and Nathan
Farwell, who will be in charge of
the book section.

A GOOD JOB
FOR YOU
HELP WANTED AI ONCE
ROUTE SALESMAN AND
SHIPPING CLERK
STEADY WORK—GOOD PAY
FULL TIME
APPLY AT

Mr. and Mrs. Glen McKinley and
son David, who have been visiting
GENERAL ICE CREAM
Mrs. McKinley’s mother, Mrs. Jes
CORP.
sie Richardson, and vacationing
631 MAIN ST.
TEL. 477
three weeks at Spruce Head and St.
ROCKLAND
65-66
for lieutenant governor and was George, have returned to Washing
highly commended for his effort by ton, D. C.
Homer S. Cummings the presiding
officer who remarked that the
speech was worthy of reprinting as
a campaign document. Judge Leon
ANNOUNCEMENT
ard O. Ryan seconded the nomina
tion and the nomination was ap
proved by the convention unani
THE STORE OF
mously. —The Middletown Press.

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK CO.

ANNOUNCING

Coal Boat Captains Wanted—New York Harbor,

In Their New Store

Huston-Tuttle Opened To
So Serious In Maine That
Business Yesterday In
Lifting Of Price Ceiling
Prof. Wilbert Snow, Native Of White Head,
The Crie Block
Is Demanded
Named By Connecticut Democrats
The Huston-Tuttle Book Com

65- lt

WANTED

FOUR CENTS A COPT
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“PENOBSCOT’S
MEN OF STEAM’’

Has Been Moved From 404 Main Street

To
408 MAIN STREET

By JOHN M. RICHARDSON

TUESDAY
ISSUE

Volume 99 .... Number 65.

The Black Cat

I

(By The Roving Reporter)

Woodbury Rand, late of Brook
line, Mass, thought more fo hts tiger
cat than he did the seven relatives
he cut off when his will was made.
Mr. Rand left $60 (XX) to be admin
istered by the Boston Safe Deposit
and Trust Company for tlie shelter
and maintenance of the cat and
another $40,000 to Margaret T.
Thompson, Mr. Rand's former
housekeeper, to be used' for Buster’s
welfare. Next thing I know some
body will be leaving The (Black Cat
a legacy, and it wifi be much more
appreciated than Mr. Rand's for
tune is by his tiger cat.
There are worse troubles in China
than the war, it would seem. Read
the following despatch from Chung
king:
“Authorities set a ceiling price
for ice at 12 Chinese dollars a pound
(60 U. 6. cents at official exchange
rate* today as the city broiled in a
heat wave. Other ceiling prices
fixed for hot weather refresheners
were: Ice cream, 60 Chinese dol
lars ($3) a cup; lemonade, 40 dol
lars (£2) a bottle; iced milk, 50 dol
lars ($2 50) a glass; icesuckers, 18
do lars (90 cents' a stickl A sec
ond nand refrigerator was adver
tised at 650,00 dollars ($32,500).”

land; secretary of the Association
was editor of the paper The offi
cers of the Association at that time
were: A W. Butler, president; L. 3.
Robinson, vice president; E. H.
Lawry, recording-secretary; R A.
Crie, treasurer; E. M (Stubbs, audi
tor. Directors: F. J. Bicknell, R.
A Crie, J. G. Torrey, W. S. D.
Healey, A J. Shaw, E. M Stubbs, H.
H Crie, D. A. Packard, G iM. Brain
erd, A. W. Butler, E. H. Lawry. F.
S Kalloch, A. J. Bird, L. IS. Robinsoru H C. Day. John Blethen, V.
E. Piston, J IF. Hall.

Henry Watts of Warren has a
sure enough Victory garden. In
proof thereof (is the string bean
which assumed a perfect V shape.
It was found while Paul R. Watts
and his Boston playmate, Gilbert
Barreira, were making a harvest.
“May it presage a lasting Victory
for the Allied Forces,’’ writes Mrs.
Henry Watts.
Tot which senti
ment I add a fervent “Amen ”
—4>—

"Speaking of smart people,” writes
the Tenant’s (Harbor correspondent,
“one to note is IMrs. Rodney Wiley
of Wallston who delivers milk
tw’ice a day, writes three letters a
day to her three sons In the Service,
walks to the village every day—a
distance of three miles—and at
“The tree that falls in the desert tends to all household duties.”
makes no sound;” I read this quo
tation in the current issue of the
Except When he’s embarking on a
Saturday Evening Post, the other fishing trip (Deputy Sheriff Bob
day and it reminded me of a long Webster is the Beau Brummel of
standing argument which occurred the Court House family. Also he’s
during my schoolboy days. The a bit absent minded. Showed up at
question ran something like this: “If the sheriff’s office the other day
a weapon were discharged in a wearing one black. shoe and one
place where no living beings exist brown shoe. Next thing I know he
ed would it mak a sound?”
will be smoking his pipe wrong end
I always took the negative side to
of the argument, basing my theory
Remember George Bums? Charles
wholly on the definition of the
M Cook does. Remembers that one
word “Sound.” Wehster says:
“Sound—The or a sensation due of his stunts was to swallow rocks
usually to stimulation of the audi- and then pound his abdomen.
i tory nervous centers by vibrations
One year ago: Corp Heber Far
communicated from a vibrating
body through an intervening elastic rar cf Razorville died from wounds
received in the Solomon Islands—
medium, ordinarily the air."
Warren
E. Healey, formerly Rock
Hence if there were no ears (aud
itory nerve center) there could be land, died ln Massachusetts.—Wat
no sound ”r But I give Mr Webster er was at a very high level In Mir
the credit for settling the argu ror Lake.— George N. Phillips re
tired from the management of the
ment.
State Liquor Store to take a posi
Identifying a Rockland business tion with the Bath Iron Works.—
concern of long years ago was the Among the deaths: Ocean Grove,
handbill shown yesterday advertis N. J., Rev. B. P Judd formerly of
ing the dry goods firm of Hewett & Rockland; Rockland, Alton W.
Jackson (W O. Hewett and J W. Decron, 71; Rockland, James C.
Jackson). This concern W’as in busi Larrabee, 68.
ness a^277 Main street corner of
Spring, where Knox County Trust
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Company now has its tjuarters. A
successor to this firm is the large
If I had my life to live again 1
have made a rule to read some
department store which does busi would
poetry and listen to some muslr at
ness under the firm name of Sen least once a week. The loss of these
ta«te« Is a loss of happiness.—Charlea
ter Crane.
Darwin.

65-lt

Being the romantic history of the men who operated the
steamboats, large and small, of the Penobscot area. Included
will be sketches of the steamboat lines and pictures of the docks
at which they landed.

$120.00 per month, live aboard boats.

*

THOMAS J. HOWARD
17 BATTERY PLACE N. Y. CITY 4 N. Y.
64-65

The City of Rockland invites bids for the purchase of a lot of

land together with the buildings thereon at 48 Cedar Street,
known as the Charles V. or Mary E. McKinney property. Sealed
bids will be received until 8 P. M. Eastern War Time, August 16,

1944, at which time they will be opened. The City reserves the

The writing of “Penobscot’s Men of Steam,” companion book
to “Steamboat Lore of the Penobscot” is viewed by the writer as
a public duty and an obligation to future generations. It is the
only means of perpetuating the folk lore of Maine's magnificent
steamboat days. Lack of transportation leads to this plea for
your cooperation ln the assembling of material. No item is too
small to work into the story as a whole.
Please give me a lift on this job:

right to reject any and all bids. Please address your communi

JOHN M. RICHARDSON

cations to C. H. Morey, City Treasurer.

43 GRANITE 3T.

64-65

NOTICE

YOUR HELP IS DESIRED!
All persons possessed of anecdotes or authentic information
concerning the masters or crew members of any steamboat of
this area, or with pictures of these men or wharf agents, or
pictures of the docks themselves are urgently requested to
forward them to the undersigned if permission is given for use.
Great care will be taken of all photographs which will be
used at once and returned intact.

FOR SALE

y

This work is now in progress, a work for the future which
must be done in the present.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

v Harry Chase who has a very busy
cobblers shop in the American Le
gion building, w’here the Rockland
YMCA, was formerly housed,
hands itne a copy of The Association
Record, which was published at the
YMCA, in 1889 George W. Gar-

To Relatives Of Service Men and Women

USHERS WANTED

A SON AT SEA

O Ood. through tomorrow and tho
next day and the next.
Watch o'er the sea!

Let starlit nights prevaU,
I ask of Thee!
Be Master of the waves that toas tho
ship upon the deep,
And safely guard a little boy I used to
rock to sleep!
—Margery Rue bush Shank

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
4100 a year

All relatives of those in the armed forces and Allied services
should secure at once applications for their ballots. £are should
be taken that both complete military address and complete
civilian home address is included.

MALE

WANTED

APPLY

Dishwasher or Waitress
For Day Shift

Ballots may be obtained without cost at these places—

STRAND THEATRE
64-tf

• C. M. HAVENER STORE, RANKIN BLOCK

SIM’S LUNCH
PARK ST.
65-tf

CHISHOLM’S CANDY STORE AT THE BROOK
• Corner drug store, 422 main st.
•

• F LARKS
•
•

ANNUAL SALE

FLOWER SHOP, 338 MAIN ST.

BOSTON SHOE STORE
A L. ORNE INC., COR. BROADWAY AND LIMEROCK STS.

If unable to come to any of these places write to A L. Orne Inc.

and an application will be mailed to you free.
65-67

The Willing Workers Annual Sale Of
FANCY ARTICLES, APRONS. COOKED FOOD
AND ICE CREAM

FRIDAY, AUG. 18 AT “PORT OFCALL”

PORT CLYDE, ME.

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Let your hands be^strong . . . For
the seed shall be prosperous; the
vine shall give her ^rult, and the
ground shall give her Increase, and
the heavens shall give their dew.
—Zech. 8:9, 12.

MrB-a.ru
The Leathernecks and Other
Towns. By Ernest JaspeT Illnds.

The Christopher Publishing House.
Boston. A bock of verses dedicated
to:
“The fighting folk on land and sea,
IWomen or men whoe’er they be,
And all who yearn for liberty
This book is dedicated.’’

One finds many minds turning
to rhythm these war tom days. It
Is always good to be able to find
■when desired a* collection of
poems identified with epochal incldentfi in national affairs, when one
is able to find colorful depiction all
the better for enjoyment. This
book Is a tribute of value to the
fighting Marines, "The Leather
necks.’’
The poetry is divided: into five
parts, well filled with beauty, wit
and bravery. One is gladi to find
hope and courageous belief of re
turning life and promise all through
his verses. To those who love versi
fication simiply expressed, read this
It was little Adoiph Hitler
Had a lovely dream.
He W’as httle; now hes littler
Than a weanie wean
And his fat friend, Mussolini
Like a jelly bean.
*
Mussolini quit the battle
For he knew his stuff
Tired of the cannon's rattle
Of the blow and bluff.
Adolf couldn’t quit because he
Didn't know enough.
It w’as big Dwight Eisenhower
Made a formal call.
There was wind and quite a shower
Things began to fall.
Adolf went with Heinrich Himmler,
They ain’t showed up at all.
This is not the best or the worst In
poetry one finds today.
Kathleen 6. Fuller

,
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Republican Ticket
FOR PRESIDENT

THOMAS E. DEWEY
Of New York
for vice president

JOHN W. BRICKER
Of Ohio
for governor

HORACE A. HILDRETH
Of Cumberland
FOR CONGRES^

MARGARET CHASE SMITH
Of Skowhegan
State Senator*—William T. Smith
of Thomaston.
Judge of Probate — Harry E.
Wilbur of Rockland.
Clerk of Courts—Milton M. Grif
fin of Rockland.
Register of Deeds—Helena H. Col
tart of Rockland.
Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of
Rockland.
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur
gess of Rockland.
County Commissioner—George E.
Boynton of Camden.
Representatives to Legislature—
Frederic H. Bird and Ruth A.
Ellingwood of Rockiand, Milton C.
Stephenson of Union, Charles E.
Lord uf Camden, Roy R. Bell of

Thomaston and Arthur E. Emerson
of North Haven.

RATIONED MOTORISTS

NOW GET EXTRA
GASOLINE MILEAGE
All over the country, thousands of
rationed car owners, truck fleets,
taxi cabs, motorcycles and tractor
owners report gasoline savings up to
30%. These people have been en
joying extra gasoline mileage by in
stalling a Vacu-matic to their car
buretor. This new device is entirety
automatic. Nothing to regulate or
adjust and can be installed in 10
minutes.
The Vacu-matic Co.,
7617—975-H State St., Wauwatosa
(13) Wisconsin, are offering a Vacumatic to anybody who will install it
on their car and help introduce lt to
others. Write them today for par
ticulars as to how you can get your
Vacu-matic or Just send your name
and address on a penny post card.

Roosevelt’s ‘‘Report”

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Bangor Editor Makes Sting
ing Analysis Of His
■ Bremerton Speech

The Rockland Oazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Oazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Under the caption "Not Playing
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents. the Game” the Bangor Daily News
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
yesterday said.:
‘iMr. Rocsevelt calls his Bremer
ton speech a Report to the Nation.
[EDITORIAL]
It certainly was addressed to the
There Is so much truth In what the
nation. On what, however, did it
A TROUBLE Bridgton iNews says in a four line editorial
report?
ALL EDITORS that we are reprinting lt herewith:
"During wartime, the country’s
HAVE
And please do not bother us on a Thurs
Chief
Executive, holder of the high
day with requests for the publication of free
est civilian office in the gift of the
notices which could have been turned in earlier in the week
because we hate to refuse. We have troubles of our own, and
people, nears the end of his third
we are busy, too.
term and is being nominated for a
In common with the Bridgton paper, The Courier-Gazette,
fourth. He chooses this moment to
and probably every other newspaper are long-time sufferers
visit a military post—not. it is true,
from this annoyance, which is due, we admit, to carelessness
in combat area, but outside the con
or thoughtlessness on the part of those who send in belatedly
tinental area of the United States.
those free notices. "I forgot to send in this item earlier” is
He interrupts his journey to confer,
a common statement, and would probably mean little trouble
on partisan affairs, at the ccnvenIf it were the only instance. But multiplied by a dozen such
tion-city. He pauses again, at a U. S.
cases it takes time and space which are meant for the latest
Naval Base, to make a partisan
press morning happenings All editors feel that if they are
speech
accepting the partisan
willing to contribute their space to the notices! that the
nomination.
Then he proceeds to
senders should show their consideration and appreciation by
Hawaii,
ostensibly
to advise certain
sending them to the newspaper office early.
generals and admirals. He reviews a
division of the U. S. Army. Cruises
The Bath Iron Works Corporation
in Alaskan waters. Returns to his
BATH COULD brands as absolutely false the rumors that
native soil. Addresses his people.
HANDLE
a lay-off is scheduled which would result in
“Never mind here and now, the
MORE MEN the discontinuance of the North Yard. As
questionable
etiquette
of those
a matter of faot, the officials say, they could
Hawaiian
instructions
to
Army
and
use 200 additional employes today. Commenting editorially
Navy
officers
below
the
rank
of
Gen.
the shipyard newspaper says:
Marshall and Admiral King—whom
The Bath Iron Works now has approximately 10.200 em
Mr Roosevelt left behind him in the
ployes on its payroll. The War Manpower Commission fully
aware of the important part that our fighting ships are playing
capital. Never mind, now and here,
in this gigantic struggle (the war), and our need for still addi
the President’s jibe at ‘my old’ friend
tional employes, has set the BIW ceiling, tentatively, at 10,375,
General
MacArthur. The report of
or 175 in excess of our current total.
such a trip should have had at most
The contrast between the Bath Iren Works and the Knox
not more than three phases: ’
County shipyards is much less favorable for the latter where
“One military. One dealing with
greatly reduced payrolls are already in effect as the govern
international
policies. And one—
ment contracts fee wooden shipbuilding are rapidly expiring.
for feebler minds—.purely narrative.
Of course no report at all was really
The Gallup poll, relative to the presinecessary. Nevertheless, one could
DEWEY
dential situation has now extended to 32
have
been smilingly forgiven, as a
STILL
States having a total of 364 electoral votes.
piece
of harmless complacency, if
LEADING
The canvass thus far completed shows
Its
text
proved to be entirely non
Dewey leading with 206 electoral votes and
partisan.
Roosevelt trailing with 156. having added to his strength by
"Yet of what does Mr. Roosevelt’s
picking up all of the Rocky Mountain States except Colorado.
text turn out to consist? It contains
Dewey has also taken on Wyoming and Idaho since the last
nothing whatever of military signi
report was published in these columns As it takes 266
ficance. Its single reference to in
electoral votes to name a President the results of the pole in
ternational policies—the assertion
the other 16 States, particularly Pennsylvania will be awaited
that Japan will be rendered incap
with keenest interest. As will the supplementary reports from
able of future aggressions—is mere
the States already {abulated.
repetition of apolicy announced in
the December of 1941, re-affirmed
An Associated Press dispatch from Auagain and again ever since.
GOODBYE gusta offers the welcome information that
And the reports pedagogic nar
To The
blackout drills are to be discontinued in this
rative is a dull Burton Holmes trav
BLACKOUT area. While submarines were operating
elogue—minus pictures.
along the North Atlantic coast such pre
cautions seemed very wise, and all of the communities com
“So Just because of these preg
plied. This menace seems to have1 been effaced, and the
nant omissions and intentional com
Maine coastline seems likely to continue on the even tenor of
monplaces the speaker’s real pur
its way. May there never be another occasion for a blackout.
pose becomes breath-taking. Don’t
let’s mince matters:
“That speech was a monumental
The Allies w’ill come out of this war not
LOOKING only with complete military victory, but
piece of egotistic vote-persuasion,
BEYOND
with some battles on the peace front alframed to impress its hearers with
THE WAR
ready wen. They will be in joint possession
the orator’s belief in himself as a
of agreements on a number of subjects with
military genius, a master of states
world-wide bearing on national and international security and
prosperity. If there should be no over-all plan for a peace
manship, a modern Marco Polo,
organization ready by V-Day, the co-ordination of these agree
and as the Indispensable President
ments should not be too difficult and can well lay a founda
for four years more. Will other such
tion for general collaboration.
trips follow this one? Each to be
Among such agreements is the one just signed by Under
followed in turn, by another exam
secretary Stettinius and Lord Beaverbrook, whereby -the
United States and Britain aim to protect jointly their interests
ple of poor sportsmanship? Will
in world petroleum supplies. This is an interim agreement. It
more battleships be commandeered
does not foreshadow exclusiveness on the part of these two
—more tons of vital fuel expended—
countries, for both hope that postwar oil compacts can be
more and more fighting-men di
worked out to include all interested nations.
Since a multilateral undertaking seemed too ambitious
verted from combat—to give Mr.
this moment, and since the need for an Anglo-American
Roosevelt further opportunities for
understanding was recently illustrated in the warmly mooted
further special pleading and further
Arabian oil project sponsored by Mr. Ickes, this agreement is
campaigning by innuendo?
particularly welcome It will help to remove the danger of
postwar disunity, which appeared when the question of
'Tn any case the purely perfunc
American oil reserves seemed left to usual competitive meth
tory applause of those Bremerton
ods. Moreover, lt reflects a policy laid down ln careful discus
shipyard-workers seem to provide
sions between the two countries. The participants decided
a fair sample of the nation’s gen
that the approach to the oil problem should stress not fears of
national shortages, but the fact of a world-wide abundtyjce
eral response to this exhibition of
to be shared by peaceable peoples.
how not to play the game:
Americans need not fear for their own interests under this
Mr Rocsevelt did indeed tell an
agreement. Whether it finally takes the form of a treaty, to
amazing
truth when—announcing
be ratified by the Senate, or of an executive agreement, the
his
unconquerable
resolve to accept
public interest will have the added protection of Congress, be
cause funds will be required to carry’ out this compact, and
a fourth nomination if his already
Congress's control of appropriations gives it the power of
pledged friends offered it—he said
veto in such cases. —Christian Science Monitor
he would not run in the ordinary
way.
No presidential candidate in
into was not such a building as in
the whole history of our country
which valuable things are kept, as
ever Tan so hard in such an extra
the statute provided.
way as Mr. Roosevelt is at
One Prisoner ReleasecHAnd Walter Edell of Philadelphia was ordinary
present running.
Sentences Of Two Others ("Sentenced four to five years in priI son tfor breaking and entering, with a definite term.
Made Easier
intent to commit a felony. But the
Abraham Breitbard, Deputy At
Superior Court Justice Edward P. sentence imposed was revoked and torney-General appeared for the
Murray held hearings on three cancelled because the alleged in State of Maine, Christopher S.
Writs of Error, at the Court House tended acts were not felonious.
■Roberts of Rockland for the Plain-,
j’esterday.
I Leslie Higgins, of Waldoboro had tiffs ln Error.
George H. Dean of Bangor had a a 1 Vi to 3 year sentence for indecent
sentence, in the State Prison for liberties changed to a flat sentence
Young Men Wanted
breaking, entering and larceny re of m years, in accordance with
voked and a new sentence imposed the statute of 1939 providing the
far simple larceny. The error being penalties for such crimes shall only May Become Steward:-Mates
that the alleged building broken be punishable by imprisonment for

ll
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• • *
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ii

after more than 25 months of over
seas duty, are being stationed at
posts which they requested, wher
ever ’possible.
Requests of brothers to be sta
tioned at the sarnie post were grant
ed wherever possible. For instance,

the Bcdnian brothers. Privates
First Class George and William, of
Rockland, Maine, will report for
duty at the Depot of Supplies,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I

• • • •

Mrs. Ada Simpson of Thomaston
has received word from her son,
Pfc. Leslie iR. Simpson cf the 4th
Marine Division, that he has fought
in the battle of Saipan; is safe and
in fairly good health. Friends may
I obtain his present address from his
mother. Censorship rulings prevent
Lt. Kenneth C. Austin, Washington
the publishing- of Fleet Postoffics
The addresses.
Craig Field, Selma. Ala.
right to wear a pair of coveted
M Sgt. Edward C. Merrill. AAiATC
"Silver Wings” and fly one of Uncle of Camp Davis. North Carolina,
Sam’s swift and deadly fighter
has been transferred to Fort Bliss,
planes against our Axis enemies has
El IPaso. Texas, to a permanent
been won by 2d Lt. Kenneth C.
position
with the school. His wife,
Austin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Olivia
Campbell,
a former Rock
ard H. Austin of Washington, who
land
nurse,
goes
with
him and (will
was commissioned a second lieuten
make their home there.
ant this week at Craig Field, Selma,
• • • •
Alabama. The awarding of the
Sgt. J. Russell Campbell, grand
wings and commission came after
son
of the late Judge L. R. Camp
the new flying officer had com
bell,
wounded in action Jin 'the Eu
pleted his advanced flight training
ropean
Theatre is recovering at a
at the Fighter School in Selma
Base Hospital In England, Sgt
During the many months of
Campbell has 'been overseas 26
training he had to undergo before
duty constantly,
he received his wings and certifi months in active
• * * *
cate. he was given all types of in
Woman Reservist Mary Haskell,
struction. He was toughened men
30, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
tally and physically and learned to J
| Haskell, 295 Talbot avenue. Rock
drill, just as any soldier.
land, was enrolled recently at the
He was also given every phase of Naval Training School (Yeomen-W)
combat instruction, including fight
on the Iowra State Teachers College
er formation, ground and aerial
campus, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
gunnery, night flying and high alti
The Woman Reservist was se
tude missions which equip him to
lected for her specialty training on
become a vital member of the
United States’ still rapidly increas the basis of her recruit training
ing air arm, which daily is carrying aptitude tests and past civilian ex
the war across waters to tiie very perience. The course of yeomen
heart of our enemies’ strongholds study includes shorthand, typing,
Assignment to his next station foi- [Naval correspondence, records and
: forms, and current events. Successlowed the exercises.
j ful completion of the course makes
Seventeen Maine Marines from the Woman Reservist eligible to win
the First Divisicp who have re*- a petty officer rate before receivcently returned to the United States ing further duty orders within the

J&.

United Schools ln Army Air Forces Cen
tral Flying Training Command. The
• • • tf
cadet is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Flight Officer Lucien K. Green, fred H. Orne of Pleasant Point. Me.
• • • •
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. L. K.
Corp
Dorian
W. Ames of Camp
Green, Sr., 17 Chestnut street. Rock
Shelby,
Miss.,
and
Mrs. Ames and
land, has recently arrived pt Roseson
of
Middle
Haddam.
Conn., are
crans Field, a base cf the Ferrying
visiting
his
parents,
Mr.
and Mrs.
Division, Air Transport Command,
near St. Joseph, Mo. He is at the Weston Ames of Matlnlcus.
•
t • • •
Missouri base for an advanced pilot
j Calvin H. Smith of St. George.
training course.
| has been promoted to the rank of
Born in Rockland. F O Green
Corporal. Cpl Smith is stationed at
graduated
from Rockland
High
Stark General Hospital. CharlesSchool and attended University of toix S C, where he works in the
Maine. He was in business with his
Receiving and Evacuation Offire
father before he entered the Army.
• • • •
He received his warrant at Blythe
Fort Knox, Ky.,—Intent upon
ville, Ark., in June, 1944.
mastering the mysteries of operat
• • • •
ing a radio set from rumbling, roll
The address of Pvt. Charles Sea ing tanks and half-tracks, a new
man. son of Mr and Mrs. Horace class of enlisted men had reported
Seaman cf Rockland, ls: Btry. C„ today to the Armored School Com
52d F A. Tr. Battalion. Sect. 6, munication Department. Among the
Camp Roberts, Calif.
soldier students was Pfc Joseph B
• • • •
Lieut. Elmer B. Havener, who was Mills of Rockland.
The
School trains annually
recehtly transferred from the R.C.
AF., to the U. S. Army Air Corps, thousands of officers and enlisted
cn furlough from Richmond, Va., technicians for the nolens mobile,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. powerful armored divisions and sep
arate tank battalions. Command
Pierre L. Havener, Rockland.
ant of the school is Brig. Gen. P. i»I.
• • • •
The address cf Willis J. Spear. Rc-binett. The Communication De
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Spear of partment is one of eight in the
Thomaston, who ls taking his boot school.
•
• • • •
training, is: AS. Unit C, Co.. 143,
Herbert Kalloch of 24 Amesbury
U S. Naval Training Center, Samp
street.
Rcckland. received a type
son, N. Y.
• • • •
written card yesterday, through the
George W. Russell of Box 81-B, War Department, apparently from
West Meadow Road, Rockland, has his brother, Carl Kalloch. v<’ho has
received from the Adjutant Gener been a prisoner of war in a Japan
al's office the following communica ese camp in Java nearly two years.
tion, quoted in part: “Regret to in The card, which docs not bear a
form you your friend, Heman B. date reads: “My health ls excel
Hallett, was seriously wounded in lent. I am now in a Japanese pr:saction 4 July in France. You will cner of war camp ln Java. I am
be advised as reports of his con- continually thinking of you. It will
tion are received.” Mr. Hallett, who be wonderful when we meet again.
made his home with Mr and Mrs. I hope that you are in gcod health
Russell, has been in the service Merry Christmas and Happy New
nearly two years and has been over Year to all. Love to all.’’ Mr Kal
seas five months. His address may loch was in the U. 6. Merchant
be obtained by friends frem Mr. Marine, and for some time was re
and Mrs. Russell.
ported missing, until word came
• • • •
through in April 1943. that he was
Corp. Drury Rice of the U. S. Ma a prisoner of war.
rine Corps, son of Capt. and Mrs.
• • • •
Keryn ap Rice of Rockland, is in the
Pvt. Jason W. Thurston, Jr., home
'South Pacific. His address may be from Fort Bennirig, Ga., is visiting
obtained from his parents.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs Thurston,
• • * •
Sr., of Rockland. He is to report at
An Associated Press despatch Camp Maxey. Texas, at the end of a
from Washington says that Harold 10-days’ furlough. 1
Benjamin Kaler, OE, of Rockland,
has been promoted temporarily to
first lieutenant.
• • • •
Corsicana, Texas. lAug. 5, 1944—
Howard G. Orne has just arrived
at Corsicana Field from the San
AtMV or n:t uniiio hath
Antonio Aviation Cadet Center, San
Antonio, Texas as a member of
WAC Recruiting Officers from
Class 45-B. Ome has been as
Augusta
will be. at the U. S. Em
signed for primary flight training
ployment
office tomorrow from 11
to the 2552d AAF Base Unit, com
a.
m„
to
5
p. m„ to interview appli
manded by Major Leonard S. Dysingrr Corsicana Field is the site of cants for the Woman's Army Corps.
Buv War Ronda and fltamna
one of the many Primary Flying
continental limits of
States.

,
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STEAMER FREDDIE R

your car

An able 75 foot Diesel boat—Freight and Passenger
Daily Schedule—Lv. McLoon’s Wharf

a

Lv. No. Haven 8 A. M. ... Arr. Rockland 9 :20 A. M.
Lv. Rockland 340 P. M. Arr. No. Haven 4:30 P. M.
Connecting 2:55 P. M. Train

have

complete

stock of Seat Covers to

Special Sat. night trip—Lv. North Haven at
6.30 P. M. for Rockland

fit any ear

I
(fi
kP'_rt.lANC

57-T-tf I

Sunday Excursion to Swan’s Island
Lv. Rockland at 8 o’clock A. M.
33 foot Diesel boat available for charter

CAPT. FRANCIS LIPOVSKY, MASTER

•

a

Aug.
14-24—V
Peter's Chur
Aug IS—Chur
Head Library.
Aug. IS-Ann i
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Thomas Parish H
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entertainment,
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Aug
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Sept. 1.2—Mali
meets at The Si,
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Sept. 11 Stm <|
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Aug 17—G lie!
Oeorge Orange
Aug 23 Pays
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Aug
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The annual
Spiritual Asscxj
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Aug 21 is “pJ
Hon Arthur
Grand Assembl
State officers I
cottage seance
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Thursday not i|
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A report of |
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B'EFORE THIS WAR IS OVER, there may be only two kinds of
people in America . ..
1. those who* can still get to work In automobiles,
2. those who are forced lo walk.

If you want to be in the fortu tective Maintenance Plant
nate group who will still be
This plan was conceived by
riding to work in automobiles, experts in car cares
join Gulf’s “Anti-Breakdown”
Gulf developed it because car
Club today. How do you do it? maintenance is a most impor
Just come in for Gulf’s Pro tant civilian job-

frofeetyour carat 39dangerpoints/
GULF’S Protective Maintenance Plan

.o’

In Coast Guard If Not

ROCKLAND-NORTH HAVEN

TALK OF

t/atr

includes Gulflex Registered Lubrication
which reaches upjto 3!J vital points with
six differen t Gulflex Lubricants that re
duce wear, and lengthen your car's life.

AIR-FILTER and spark-plug clean
ing, and radiator flushing help give
better gas mileage. A clean air filter
makes gas burn more economically;
clean plugs increase power; a clean
radiator prevents overheating.

1/

powars tho

Don’t
waste a drop! .

attack ...

HFJ

THE PEE

Ga/riStation..

a'
Goso/ina

IKE’S SAI

NO BE

To help your Gulf Dealer do a
thorough job on your car—and to
saveyour time—makean appoint
ment in advance. Phone or apeak
to him at the station. Then you
should encounter no delay when
you get Gulf’s Protective Mainte
nance Plan ... 15 services In all!

IT'S IMPORTANT to give your car a
good motor oil and change regularly. Gulf
offers two outstanding oils ... Gulfpride,
“The World’s Finest Motor Oil,’’ and
Gulfiube, an extra-quality oil costing a
few cents less.

MASTER
All Mast el

YOUR

Get an apfioiniment atyear

Gave t/iose bearings andpiston rings/

ft

Gtreteb gas colons/

Yet 18

SEAT COVERS

the

Mrs. MargaJ
den is at the
C E. Grottoul
for an indefirj

Writs Of Error

The urgent need for young men
of pre-draft age. that Is, over 17,
but not yet 18. to begin training as
Steward’s Mates in the United
States Coast Guard, was announced
today by the Recruiting Office.
Men who enlist in the Coast
Guard with the Intention of fol
lowing the cooks career, will go to
’the Coast Guard Training Station
at Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn. N
Y. The course lasts eight weeks,
and upon completion the trainee
will graduate as a Steward's Mate,
second class, which is equivalent to
Seaman, second class.
Complete information can be ob
tained at the Coast Guard Recruit
ing Office, 70 State Street, Boston.
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Aug.
14-24—Vacation Church at
St Peter's Church.
Aug 16—Church benefit at Owl's
Head Library.
Aug. 16—Annual meeting of the
Camden Historical Society at Saint
Thomas Parish House
Aug. 17—Annual concert at Warren
Baptist Church.
Aug. 17—Mary minor Jackson Memo
rial Library Benefits at Tenant'e
Harbor
Aug 17 'Picnic for Warren surgical
dressings workers at home ol Mrs. Ed
win Boggs
Aug 18—Church-Orange Fair and
entertainment. So. Thomaston Orange
Hall
Aug 18 (3 to 8 p. m.)—Woman’s Edu
cational Club picnic with Miss Marlon
Weidman. Rockport
Aug.
19-27—Washington.
Camp
meeting
Aug 21-27—Washington Campmeet
ing
Aug 23—Republican Rally ln Rock
land.
*
Sept. 1-^—Maine Press Association
meets at The Samoset.
Sept 4—Labor Day
*
Sept. 11 State Election, j

COMING REUNIONS
Aug 17—OVlchrewt family at St.
Oeorge Orange hall
Aug. 23 -Payson Fogler famtllea at
home of Manassah Spear, Rockport.
Aug
30 Mank family at Maple
Orange Hall, North Waldoboroo.

This is the season when our
Summer visitors arrive and it
will be a great favor to Tne
Courier--Gazette to have tkem
reported as promptly as pos
sible. ' Guests like to have friends
know they are here. Phone,
write or bring 'em—we want
those items.

Van E. Russell, chief of the
Rockland Fire Department, will be
speaker at the Lions meeting to
morrow noon.
W. Seymour Cameron, who has
been ill the past week, resumed his
duties at Perry's Main Street mar
ket yesterday.

The Richardson families were
entertained Sunday at Holiday
Beach by Mr and Mrs. Walter H.
Bird and daughter, Carol Ann Wol
cott. Their guests were Dr. Frank
Richardson and family of Medford,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. Snow
and daughter Eleanor, and Miss
Norma Lagerstrom of Worcester;
Mr. and Mrs Elwood Gaines, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles M. Richardson,
Mrs. Frank Richardson, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Richardson and son
Floyd, Mr and Ms. Almon P. Rich
ardson, Miss Ethel Knight, Mrs.
Jessie M. Richardson, Dr. and Mrs.
Lloyd M Richardson and daughter
Harriet Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Richardson and Mr. and Mrs. Rus
sell Richardson.

Tlie annual session of the Etna
Spiritual Association will begin at
Etna, Aug. 20. closing Sept. 3.
Aug 21 is “Pilgrimage Day, when
Hon Arthur C. Smith, and the
Grand Assembly of National and
State officers will be present and
cottage seances will be held for the
benefit of the Association.’’ The
The Knox County Camera Club
annual business meeting will be held
will have an outing at the cottage
Friday morning, Sept. 1st.
of Robert M Allen at Qpruce Head
• Any having produce which they tonight. Members will leave the
wish to donate for Knox Hospital Western Union office at 6 o'clock.
canning Friday of this week, will
Miss Eleanor L. Griffith, who is
please call Mrs. Clarke, rfel. 1318 by
making her home with Mrs. Susie
Thursday noon, stating quantity. It
Davis, 2 Main street, has recently
may be delivered Thursday before
had a telephone installed; 506-W.
5 P M., or not later than 8 A. M.
Friday at the canning center.
Lieut Col. Richard F. Saville met
with Selective Service Committee
A report of the regional confer men and Service Officers of the
ence of hospital executives and doc American Legion from Camden,
tors held at the Copper Ketile last Union, Thomaston and Rockland,
night will appear in Friday's issue and the Veterans of Foreign Wars
of this newspaper.
Representa df Rockland at the Selective Service
tives were presen,! from Waldo headquarters Thursday night to
County [Hospital, Camden Commun give instructions concerning vet
ity Hospital and Knox Hospital. erans desiring to enter vocational
Speaker* werojHarry O. Page, Com training schools or college. An open
missioner of Health and Welfare, forum on questions pertaining to
Dr. Herbert Kcbes of Augusta, and returning soldiers and service to be
Dr. F. T. Hill of Waterville.
rendered, was held.
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Mr and Mrs. S.vfidey P. Snow and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A Benner of
daughter Eleanor, and Miss Norma Mountain road, Rockland, have re
Lagerstrom of Worcestetv*tfu*c at ceived word from their oldest son.
Treasur® Point Farm, St. George.
Pfc. “Teddy" Benner, who is sta
tioned somewdere in Italy He re
Chief Machinist Mate and Mrs. cently .met his friend, David SlveClifford R. Elwell, observing their wright, son of Mr. and Mrs. David
16th wedding anniversary, and their Sivewright of Rockland. They both
children, Barbara arid James, were went into service at the same time,
entertained at a dinrier party Fri three years ago, training at ths
day at the hpme of Mr. and Mrs. same camps David went to Eng
Alvah P. Mears.
land and Teddy to Ireland; then
both went to Africa, but not to the
Mrs. Margaret Decker of Cam sa(me place and from there David
den is at the home of Mr and Mrs. went to Sicily and Teddy to Italy.
C E. Grotton, 138 Camden street,
Then after a long time separated,
for an indefinite stay.
David went to Italy and the young
men had an opportunity to get to
Visit CHnton F. Thomas, optome gether and talk over old times.
trist for a pair of good glaaees, 492

Iting Officers from
at the U. S. Emtomorrow from 11
n . to interview appliIOman's Army Corps.
Jon da
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Fire Chief Van E. Russell
Discusses The Proposed
Alarm System
Van E. Russell, chief of the Rock
land Fire Department, gave a talk
on Rockland’s fire alarm system at
the Rotary’ meeting Friday noon.
He commenced his talk with a
description of the present system,
known as the "two number" system,
with numbers from 2 to 85, explain
ing that the numbers were not as
signed so as to indicate in Just what
portion of the city a fire might be
located, unless one was perfectly
familiar with the location of the
19 "outside” boxes and the several
“phantom boxes’ rung in by use of
“wheels” at the central fire station.
Regular firemen, fully acquainted
with the locations indicated by the
numbers sounded, are not confused
by the present system, but there
might be a serious delay in the ar
rival of volunteer firemen, because
of confu^on as to the some where
near exact location of a fire.
The proposed systeih, recommend
ed by the Gamewell Company, fire
alarm experts, provides five zones
for this city, as follows: Zone 1.
from Owl’s Head line to Pleasant

H, John Newman is on vacation
ffom his duties at the Senter Crane
Company store.

Red Jacket Sea Scouts, Troop 209A., and Troop No. 204 of the First
Baptist Church, will make a collec
tion of waste paper Wednesday
night. It is requested that paper
be tied in bundles and placed near
the sidewalk. This collection is be
ing made to pick up bundles which
were not ready for last night's col
lection.

Mrs. Ellsworth T. Rundlett and
twin sons, George and Alec, who
have been visiting Mrs. Rundlett’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John O
Stevens, have returned to Portland.
Captain Rundlett, who is stationed
at Camp Shelby, Miss, ls expected
in Portland today on a furlough.

County Road, Rockland Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee H Oliver of 55
BORN
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. te. Mon
Wooster—at Rockland. Aug 14, to Mr. Crescent street, Rockland, have re
day, Wednesday and ffciturday. and Mrs. Carl Wooster, a son—John ceived/ word from their son, Clifford
.
Phone 590 City.
, 38-tf Everett.
Flfleld—At Castine Hospital. Aug. 6, W. Oliver, stating that he and 14
to Mr and) Mrs Oeorge FUleld ot Ston
others aboard his craft had been
ington, a daughter Clare Soper.
advanced from seaman, second class
ROCKLAND LODGE
MARRIED
to seaman, first class. In the brief
Hamblen-Burgess—At Deer Isle. Aug.
NO. 79—A. F. A A. M.
8. Jack Hamblen of Deer Isle and Mls6 letter he w’rote. “Saw Joe Wilkie
May Burgess of Stonington—by Rev. he is o. k., and' looking better than
Ecfward Manning.
he did when he was home, much
stouter.
Tell Frank Winslow we
DIED
Rokes—At Thomaston. Aug 15. Annie were in the invasion." Friends may
TUESDAY, AUG. 15
Isabel, widow of Charles O Rokes. age
75 years, 9 months*20 days. Funeral obtain his address from his parents.

Ota

w/

SUPPER

at 6.30 P. M.
MASTER MASON DEGREE
All Master Masons Cordially
Invited
64-65

?nly two kinds of

tomobiles,

ifenance Plan?
was conceived by
care*
iped it because car
is a most imporib.

IKE’S SANITARY SERVICE
Light and Heavy Trucking
8 Park Street
TEL. 1206-M

65-tf

Thursday at 3 o’clock from Davis Fu
neral Home. Thomaston
Warren—At Rockport, Aug. 13. James
Warren of Rockla'nd. age 53 years. 6
months 3 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2
o'clock from Russell funeral home,
rnterment ln South Thomaston.
Evans—At FriMKtehlp, Aug 11.. Bar
bara A. Evans, age 38 years 2 months.
6 days. Funeral today at 3 o'clock from
Davis
funeral
home,
Thomaston.
Committal and Interment at Sweetland Cemetery. South Waldoboro

CARD OF THANKS
The Port Clyde Baptist Sewing Circle
wishes to express Its appreciation and
thanks to all who helped to make the
mid Summer sale such a grand sueEtta M. Teel. Sec.

TOUR HEATING SYS TEM IS
NO BETTER THAN IT IS
ENGINEERED ■ J

THE PEERLESS ENG. CO.

>

485 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 744
BOCKLAND, MAINE
PLUMBING, HEATING AND
OIL BURNERS
44-tf

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our neighbors.
relatives and friends, the members of
Friendship Fire Association, the Burnt
Island Coast Guard and others ln
Friendship for their many kindnesses
during oitr recent bereavement
Mr. and Mrs. Owen D. Evans
Martins Point. Friendship.

visit

GARDNER’S LOBSTER
POUND

ROUTE 131—PORT CLYDE
All Sorts Of Sea Foods
Excellent Rooms To Let
56-66

Swen Erickson is home from Sail
ors’ Snug Harbor, 'Staten Island,
and is visiting Mr. and IMrs. Earl
Tolman in West Rockport.

of ALLA
VACUUM
PACKED
IN JARS

BEANO
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
8.15 o’clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girb

102T#f

BEANO!!!
y

BURPEE.,

Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
119-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

SPECIAL BEANO
Wednesday Afternoon
At 2 O’clock
TEMPLE HALL
Extra Special Prizes
Auspices Motor Corps
Girls

Three

MEET HP WITH ELEANOR MARY

n>, o.« IBIS
wd»Me™ Right
Our Boys Came Home From Held Its Annual Reunion At Bridgton Editor Also Favors
Ye Anchor Inn, Owl’s
Dow Field Very Enthu
The Principle Of “No
The New Home Service Advisor Takes A BowHead
Diversion”
siastic
Well Trained Cookery Expert
Members of the Class of 1916.

Extraordinary occasions call for
the resurrection of The Weather
Man, and five successive days with
thermometer readings better than
90 certainly fall under this category.
So hot during the day that staid
4‘Turns Again Home”
and respectable men are dlscardir^
their outer garments and collars and
neckties. Pretty soon we may be
A highly important unit in the of this area their.new Home Serv
going barefooted; women have been social and economic life cf Knox ice Advisor, Miss Eleanor-Mary
partially barefooted for several
Dougherty, lately highly successful
and Lincc-n counties and ‘heir en
years with not much surplus apparel
in the Waterville area for a three
above the ahoes. And it has been virons is the Home Service Advis- year stretch and now the decidedly
so ohilly during the night that most
pleasing gift of the Central Maine
of ub have arisen 'betimes to clamor
to we of the Eastern Division.
for another blanket or another
Miss Dougherty is a native of
quilt. Or tooth. Out of the kind
Ca«mden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ness of its heart the Weather
Allie U. Dougherty. After gradua
Bureau promises relief tomorrow—
tion from Camden High School she
for the survivors. Today the tides
moved cn to University of Maine,
and the mercury are running high.
and thence to complete her prepa
Buy another bond and an electric
ration at Miss Farmer’s School of
fan.
Cookery in Boston, all this and

The Rotary Chib

Page

three years of highly successful
service at Waterville in the brief
span of 25 years.
Miss Dougherty brings extra cur
ricula advantages to her vocation
for she is a home lover by nature,
enjoys people, making friends read
ily, and is a staunch believer that
the American Home will become the
world’s finest and happiest through
the march of invention and effi
This Ls the Central Maine’s new cient use pf Reddy Kilowatt in the
Home Advisor, Eleanor-Mary Daugh home.
erty (called “Honey’’ for short) who
The new Home AdvisoF is entire
has taken up her duties here.
ly at the service of the citizens of
this area and may be seen or
or of the Central Maine Power Co. reached by telephone at the Rock
Experience has taught the home land offlee of the power company in
makers of this section that under Masonic Temple building. Miss
leadership of this official their home Dougherty has special “at home’’
meals are more tasty and less ex hours, in the fine modern kitchens
of the office every Thursday 10 A M.,
pensive, their home burdens light
to 4 P.M. Bring your problems and
ened and their homes themselves questions next Thursday and see
made more liveable.
actual canning demonstrations of
|
seasonable
fruits and vegetables.
Hence the serious task of this
The latch string is out. C’m’on in.
article is to present to the people

Returning Veterans
State Is Trying Interesting
Experiment For Their
Benefit At Boothbay
August first started the last half
of a two month experiment in phy
sical rehabiliation for the return
ing Veteran at Walter Buzzell’s
Health Resort at Boothbay. To date
this experiment by the State of
Maine, the first of its kind in the
nation has proved mast successful
in helping medically discharged
veterans c-f this war to regain their
full physical strength and vigor.
Veterans from all parts of Maine
have found this “Physical Medi
cine” an easy and pleasant dose to
take. The Health Resort at Boothstreet; Zone 2, from Pleasant street
to Limerock street; Zone 3, from
Limerock street to Gay street; Zone
4, from Gay street to Rockport line,
and Zone 5, from Old County road
to the Western boundary line.
Each of these zones is divided into
districts. Mr. Russell illustrated the
proposed system with the use of a
map of Zone 3. This particular zone
would be divided into three districts,
the first from the water front to
Union street; the second from
Union street to Broadway, and the
third from Broadway to Old County
road. At present there are five
“outside" boxes in this zone, 25, 43,
45. 42’and 46, located as follows; 25
at Limerock and Main streets; 43
at Lincoln and Summer streets; 45
on Talbot avenue, opposite Fern
streets; 42, Broadway, corner
Rankin street, and 46 at Rankin
Block Purchase of two more boxes
have been authorized and they will
be placed at Main and Granite
street and Maple and White streets.
Under the new system three
numbers would be sounded, the first
one indicating the zone;-the second
the district, and the third the box
itself. Thus, everyone, residents as
well as firemen, acquainted with the
zones would know pretty definitely
where a fire was located.
The proposed change does not
necessitate the actual re-locating of
the boxes. It simply means that a
new set of “wheels" be installed In
the boxes, and a new plate, indicat
ing the number of the box, be placed
on the door of the box. The cost
of making this change is about 210
for each box.
This new system, according to
Chief Russell, would be very flexible,
making it convenient to add new
boxes at any time it was deemed j
advisable. A brief open forum fol
lowed Mr. Russell's talk He was
introduced by Roland G. Ware, pro
gram chairman.
Fifty-six were present including
seven visitors, Harry A. Thompson
and Frank E. Poland of Boston;
Harold C. Haskell of Wilmington.
Del., Burr F. Jones of Plymouth,
Mass., William Cullen cf Lewiston.
Gilbert Harmon of Camden and
Charles A. Holden of Hanover, H.
17 ; a guest. Rev. F. K. Gifford of
Camflridge, Mass , and 47 Rockland
Eotarians. Songs were led by Lloyd
E. Daniels, with Stafford M. Cong
don at the piano,

Rockland might be well proud of
her group of sons who went through
a period of intensive training at
Dow Field, Bangor. The young
Cadets selected from the Rockland
CAP squadron because of outstand
ing qualities of merit, did a fine job
of showing that they were able to
"take" what training the GAP pro
gram had to offer.
Cadet Robert A. Stevenson of 2
Eaton avenue, Camden, who Joined
the CAP in April of this year says
“I think the Army Air Corps is swell,
from what I have seen of it.”
Cadet Warren M. George, 331
Pleasant street related his most in
teresting experience when he stated
“the most interesting thing w’hich
has happened to me was seeing the
inside of a IB-24 and meeting the
gunner and engineer. The most im
pressive thing about them was their
high morale.”
Another of Rockland’s future air
men who gained some valuable ex
perience was Cadet Richard Sim
mons, 874 Pleasant street, who was
1st Sgt. of the training detachment.
Cadet Simmons says, “Being a 1st
Sgt. has made mo realize what a
tremendous responsibility is placed
on the shoulders of a non-commis
sioned officer, in acting as an in
termediary between the officer and
men."
Cadet Carl A. Gray, 56 Talbot
avenue, who has been in the CAP
for five months says: “While we
w’ere taken on a tour of the flight
line I noticed how the crews of the
various bombers and transports
acted as a closely coordinated team."
While most of the CAP Cadets
gave fairly lengthy accounts of what
they thought of the army and its
training, Cadet Kenneth A. Chatto,
36 MaLoud street stated in right-tobhe-point air corps briefness, “I
think it’s tought but swell."

Rockland High School, and guests
numbering 24, held a reunion Fri
day night at Ye Anchor Inn, Owl’s
Head. Following an excellent din
ner a business meeting was conduct
ed. Plans were discussed for the
class participation in the Anna E.
Coughlin Scholarship Fund and a
committee, consisting of Nestor S.
Brown, Mrs. Thomas H. Chisholm,
Mrs. Archie Bowley and Mrs. Ralph
A. Smith was appointed to attend
to the matter.
A committee, to arrange for the
next meeting in 1948, was appointed
consisting of Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Mrs.
Cleo Hopkins, Kenneth Spear and
Donald Farr and.
Members of the class responded
to the roll call by telling of those
of their family who are in the armed
services. A letter from Miss Anna
E. Coughlin, who was unable to be
present, was read.
Class members present were: Mrs.
Mary Couglln Carrillo of New
York, Dr. Mervyn Bird of Belfast,
Mrs. Evelyn Gonia Peaslee of Au
gusta. Mrs. Mabel Brewster Bow
ley, Lloyd E. Daniels, Mrs Marjorie
Crockett Cummings, Nestor
S.
Brown, Russell R|ch(aTclson, Mrs.
Lola Lakeman Smith, Mrs. Lillian
Gay Joyce. Donald Farrand, Mrs.
Charlotte Cross Hopkins, Mrs. Edna
Shadle Perry, Mrs. Christine Mar
shall Dornan and Mrs. Flora Gray
Cullen.

Guests at the reunion were: Mrs.
Mervyn Bird of Belfast, Miss Mary
Rose Carrillo of New York, Mrs.
Lloyd E. Daniels, Mrs. Nestor 6.
Brown, Mrs. Russell Richardson,
Mrs. Donald Farrand, Donald O.
Cummings, Leroy D. Perry and
Ralph A. Smith.

Edward C. Moran, Jr’s., recent
communication in The CourierGazette relative to the prepased
constitutional
amendment
at
tracted wide attention. The Bridgeton News said:
We are in hearty accord with the
principle that all money collected
from motorists in the way of reg
istration fees, licenses, gas taxes
etc. should go for roads and bridges
and for nothing else, but we are not
quite sure that we favor the pro
posed constitutional amendment
which the voters will pass upon at
the September election. The ques
tion reads: “Shall the constitution
be amended as proposed by a re
solve of the legislature limiting to
highway purposes the use of reven
ues derived from taxation of vehi
cles used on public highways and
fuel used for the propulsion of such
vehicles?"
Former Congressman Edward C.
Moran, Jr., is oppased to the prin
ciple in terto, but one of Ills chief
objections is that the Constitution
of Maine Is already a hodge-podge,
due, in a large part, as he says, to
the road amendments of the past
years. He says: “I.et’s not make It
still more of a mess by passing this
amendment. This sort of thing does
not belong in the constitution any
way.”
We think he is right about that,
but w’e do not follow his argument
as a whole. The motorist has always
been the goat, and he has submit
ted tamely to the ever increasing
encroachments because he lias been
assured that the fees which he has
been called upon to pay would all
go into roads and bridges. Various
bond issues have been floated with
the consent of the people, without
much opposition, because it was
promised that it would not increase
taxes. In the past few years during
the war the motorist has been gyp
ped because the state has not put
the money into roads due to the fact
that material and manpower was
not available.
We presume this money has been
piling up somewhere, ready to be
released when the dam breaks, and
we are expecting that after the war
there will be a great program of
road building, for which some of
this money can be used. Mr. Moran
points to the fact that as of the
date of June 30th. ir>44, our state
debt was $20 991.500. of which $16.
836.500 is for highway and bridge
bonds. Well this sixteen million odd,
will have to be paid and when the
bonds were issued we were assured
that automobile money would take
care of them and that promise must
be kept.
There is no real danger that any
of the money paid in fees toy the mo
torist will be diverted to other pur
poses for the federal government
takes care of that. It grants no r^ad
assistance to any state which di
verts this revenue. Then it must
not be lost sight of that motorists
pay a big property tax, just as own
ers of other property pay and yield
from this is not earmarked for roads
and bridges. It goes to defray the
general expenses of the town arid
the state. We thfbk we shall note
NO on the amendment because
we believe it has no place in the
constitution, but we favor the prin
ciple of “no diversion” which is
now adequately taken care of by the
general statute.

bay. which Buzzell has turned over
Miss Anne Richmond of Atlantic
to the state, is ideal for this pur
City is visiting her sister, Mrs. E.
M. Benner, Broadway.
pose. A gymnasium, tennis courts,
Too much dazzling white in a fac
handball courts, solarium, resturant tory or workroom may overdo light
and the largest salt-water swim reflection and lead to fatigue of
ming pool on the Eastern seaboard workers, says a prominent color spe
WANTED
cialist. He points out that the hu
form a setting that immediately man eye adjusts itself to brightness
makes a fellow feel at home.
much more quickly than to darkness,
Man For Wholesale Milk Delivery
The daily schedule is very simple so that a white wall may detract
In Rockland and Camden
and any rules or regimentation attention from a dark-colored ma
that might smack of army life are chine upon which the vision should
Steady Work, Reference Required
be concentrated, and lower eye-effi
studiously dispensed with.
ciency by constricting the size of
Sports of all kinds, individual the pupil. He holds that the en
B. H. NICHOLS
physical training and corrective vironment of the machine should be
UNION, ME.
gymnastics, boating and fishing, passive in effect and suggests that
walls
be
painted
gray
for
eight
feet
TEL. LINCOLNVILLE 8-13
hurry the time along until the din
65-66
ner gong rings—but no boy has yet from the floor, with the remaining
space above white for illumination.
been known to miss a meal.
Any Maine veteran of this war,
with a medical discharge, who feels
he would be benefited by this pro
gram. needs only to pack his bag—
put on his hat and start! And the
State of Maine will even pay his
bus fare to and from his home to
the Rehabiliation Centre.
If this procedure seems a bit too
informal, he may make his desire
to join up by simply notifying Col.
AND
Harold W. Whitehill Is on vaca
Richard F. Saville, Veterans Pertion from his duties at Gregory’s
sonell Officer, Selective Service
Hdqtrs., Augusta, Maine, or Harry
store.
Page, Commissioner of Health and)
Welfare, whose department is
charged with administrating the
FOR BENEFIT OF CAMDEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
fund for this experiment. In any
case, he is bound to find the pro
cedure easy and simple to make.

IN JOINT APPEARANCE

RUTH DRAPER

ZLATKO BALOKOVIC

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18
AT

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
TICKETS 75c, $1.5© and 22.50 PLUS TAX
ADVANCE SALE STARTS AUG. 15 AT SELECTMEN’S OFFICE
10 A. M. to 4 P. M. DAILY.

PHONE 610
65-66

In AMERICA, you’ll
always have a

choice.
Will you have Roosevelt?

ANNOUNCING

Or do you want Dewey?

OUR ANNUAL SHOWING OF

_*■

THE VERY NEWEST
IN

Quality Fur Creations
Today you must buy wisely, and with our Forty Years of experience we will
give honest value and advice.

Our selection is large and varied, from the Mink Dyed Muskrat to beautiful

Persian.

We Advise an Early Inspection which Costs Nothing.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

You may listen to Drew
Pearson ... or make your
own predictions.

In short . . . you may
DO what you please in
AMERICA . . .

And you may HAVE what
you please at

GREGORYS
Gabardine Suits with
Appeal
Light weight Felts you’ll
love.
New ties in Neckwear
Cool Sport Shirts

GREGORY’S

FURRIERS
10 SCHOOL STREET,

Do you care for Crosby . . .
or swoon to Sinatra?

ROCKLAND, ME.

<16 MAIN ST.

TEL. 294

r Tues3ay-Frldav

VINALH
There were at least ten pieces of
MRS OSCAR '

Correspor.l

Dedicated to Warren men and
es it she might be Spanish or
Miss Cora Bell has returned to
Surgical dressings workers who
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
I French.
Boston after two weeks’ visit with women in the armed services and are to attend the picnic Thursday at
t She hardly glanced at Zorie. She Mrs. Helen Marple.
their auxiliaries, the thirteenth an the home of Mrs. Edwin Boggs, are
said coolly, “What are you doing in
GEORGE K WORTS
Mrs. Clarence Reed, Jr. and son nual concert will be presented reminded to take their own dishes
here?” She had the kind of accent
W.N.U. RELEASE
that you associate with sophisticated of Bath have been guests of Mrs. Thursday at 8 p. m„ at the Bap and sugar, also silver. Those who
people who have lived a great deal Clarence Reed.
of the door.
tist Church with Mrs. Leroy Nor have not arranged for their own
CHAPTER IV
' . ..
abroad—not English, or French, or
“Zorie!” Aunt Hannah bleated.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin returned wood and Mrs. Jefferson B Kim transportation, may get in touch
HERE’S WHAT
COSTS
“Who,’* Zorie asked huskily, “is i German, or Italian, or Russian, but
with
Mrs.
William
Barrett
or
Mrs
home Saturday 'from Orono.
ball, of the music committee of the
“What did you say?" he demand that?”
a smooth blending of them all.
Adverttoemento to thia column not to exceed three liner toWillis Vinal. Those not solicited,
ed hoarsely. “What did you say to
rertod once for 25 eento, two times r«r 50
****
Mrs. Robert Hanrahan left Wed Baptist Church in charge.
"I—I thought this was my room,”
“We’d better be moving,” Admiral
McGonigle? Did you promise an en Duncan said cheerily, “We mustn't Zorie answered meekly.
Though the program omits this wffl furnish sweets. Should the
Unee five cento each for one time; 10 eento for two tim .
nesday for St. Stephen, N. B. to be
dowment?"
The girl glanced at Zorie again, with her mother who is to undergo a season, the chorus numbers, it does weather be stormy Thursday pic
miss that plane—hm?”
■raa.il words to a Une.
_ _ _
.,
“I don’t recall Just what I said,”
“Who,” Zorie repeated, "is that?” then stared. Her eyes seemed to serious operation Thursday. Mrs feature many solo numbers of in nic will be held Friday if fair. The
Special Notice: AH -Mind adr” ee
his grandfather answered vaguely.
wento which require the enewero U
Thin - lipped, Paul answered: grow huge. Her lovely color faded.
Nettie Freeman of Portland is stay terest, and trumpet duet Harpist, group will meet for work Wednes
Gaaetto office tar handling, eoet tf eento add/ttonal
! “But it’s all right."
“Who are you?” she gasped.
“Let’s just call him an evil force in
who will play two groups of selec day at 8 a. m. and work until 2 p
ing with her son and grandson.
"It means I’ll lose my job!"
“My name is Zorie Corey.”
motion. That is my brother Steve.”
“What of it? I have better ideas
“Where are you from?”
“Zorie!” Aunt Hannah whim
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stafford are tion, will be Miss Marjorie Sutter, m.
FOR SALE
for you.”
Confused
by
her
sharpness,
Zorie
pered. “You can’t desert me like
leading member of the (Summer
Rev Hubert Swetnam, new pastor LOST AND FOUND
visiting in Lubec.
“On that plantation?" Paul asked this!”
told her.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz have Harp Colony of Camden, the direc at the Baptist Church, arrived Fri
HANDSOME Belgian horse for sale.
, hoarsely. He was breathing hard.
The girl stared at her a few sec
DEVELOPED film of baby pictures I'n 1600
Zorie wondered at that moment if
libs.. 5 years old, white laced
lost
“Yes. There’s a fine opening for the three kisses she had bestowed on onds longer, then her color inl had as guests, Mrs A H. Anderson tors of which are Carlos Salzedo day from Norwich. Conn. He was a Corner Drug Store envelope,
chestnut chunk, work single or double.
return to HAZEL i exceptionally
and
his
wife,
Marjorie
Call
Sal

accompanied
by
his
father,
Rev.
I
Aug.
io.
Please
fine woods or farm an'i you—better than the one I men- the brow of the cast-iron Buddha ; proved. She laughed and said, of Philadelphia. Mrs. Field and Miss
65-lt
' NUTT.
MTTTP West Rockport.
mal Address P O BOX 563. Rockl»n<l.
John Swetman who will remain for
' tioned."
had anything to do with all this.
“We’ll see about this. I paid for Field of Jacksonville. Fla , Mrs. E. zedo.
GRAY case containing shirt samples, Me.____________________________
“I don’t want it!” Paul cried.
Mrs. Helen Thompson Yeo of a few days.
When the two stewards had placed 1 exclusive occupancy of this room K. Smerage of Orlando, Fla., Mr.
lost. GEO RYAN. Thorndike Hotel
CAPT
John
Maloney Homestead,
65-lt
“Well, you're going to take it— her two suitcases and her small and I intend to have it.”
Block.
'
and Mrs. Richard DeMutelle and Allston. Mass., soloist and teacher,
That-her St . Thomaston for sale Ap
Lee
W.
Walker
recently
spent
a
hm? You have just time to pack trunk in the middle of the state
She was, once again, sharp and
ICE pick with sheaf found. MRS ply to ALFRED M STROUT, Thornwill favor with a group of soprano few days at Martin’s Point. Major
and meet us at the plane. Look at room, Zorie Corey tipped each a vigorous and sure. She was the kind Mr. and Mrs Sykes of Longmeadow.
JOHN ROBBINS. 18 Autumn St., City. aston.______________________________65-66
65-lt
Mr. and Mrs. John Dvorak of selections Rev. Hubert Swetnam, and Mrs Douglas Walker of Wash
Miss Corey," he said, smiling be dollar and wondered if it was of girl, Zorie thought enviously,
EDWIN H CRIE house for sale, cor
new
pastor
of
the
Baptist
Church,
nevolently at Zorie as if she were enough. From their smiles and their whom people don’t push around.
GAS Ration Bcok with S stamps ner Broadway and Rankin street Two
Danbury, Conn., are at their cottage
ington, D. C., spent a few days with
tenements with spare lot. Rent $20
lately arrived from Norwich, Conn , Mr. and Mrs. George Walker and lost. JAMES W LINEKIN. 1U1MP
the final proof of something. “She’s thanks, she assumed that it was.
The girl sat down on the unoccu at Jefferson Lake.
63‘T 65 and $15 Give us an offer. HERBERT
St., Thomaston.
all ready.”
Never having traveled, she was ig pied bed and snatched up the tele
BARTER. 10 Fulton St , City
65 69
Anne Ashworth has returned from an accomplished musician, will play Dr. and Mrs. Fred Campbell.
MAN'S wrist watch found on Main
Aunt Hannah’s voice broke in, with norant about such things.
phone. She asked sharply for the St. Johnsbury, Vt.
a group of piano solos. Miss Verna
ELEVEN
hundred
dollars
buys
E
A
Aug. 10 Owner can have same
Mrs. P. D. Starrett lunched re street.
sleepy irritability: “Ready for
She closed the door. She took a purser. When she got him, she said
by applying to Police Dept. and pay Barbour home at Rockport, 9 rooms,
Robinson,
accompanist
for
Mrs.
64-65 city water, flush, screened porch,
what?"
cently in Rockland with Miss Har Ing tpr ad
The Lions and families enjoyed a
deep breath and looked about the vigorously: "This is Amber Lanning.
workshop ln basement 15x30
Fine
She came down the stairs, hold room which was to be hers alone tor Stateroom 221. There's someone else picnic last Tuesday at Sandy Shores Yeo, will play a piano solo during riet O’Brien and Mrs. Mary Gonia.
view of harbor. HERBERT B. BAR
ing her pink quilted dressing gown four days and five nights. It was a in here. I paid for exclusive occu in Warren, at which 50 were present. the time of taking the silver offer
TER. 10 Fulton St., City________ 65 69
Miss Ruth Starrett, Miss Joyce
WANTED
about her short, plump figure.
ing.
Again
Frank
Young
of
Owl's
cozy room done in ivory and pals pancy of this cabin and I insist on Lion Maynarl Genthner, USN,
1944 DODGE 1*4 ton truck, 160 ln.
Hills and Mrs Robert Pettee of this
wheel base, chassis and cab for sale
“This is my Aunt Hannah—Ad green. There were twin beds, each having it.”
recently returned Irom the Pacific, Head, teacher ot the trumpet, and town returned Thusday from Cres
CARPENTERS tools wanted
Good DYERS GARAGE. Tel. 124 .
65 69
miral Duncan," Zorie murmured.
against a wall. There was a dress
“I was supposed to have exclu
formerly a member of a military
pr'cei will be paid. Write “CARPEN
cent Beach, where they spent a few TER''
65 66
43 FT. MOTOR Boat for sale, suitable
care
The
Courier
Gazette.
“Ready for what?” Aunt Hannah ing-table with triple mirrors. There sive occupancy, too,” Zorie said was honor guest.
band, will appear in a trumpet duet
. . foi fishing, 4 yr. old Packard Motor.
days at the Cunningham cottage
Dr. H. Analls is on business in
repeated aggressively.
were two small clothes closets and meekly.
WOMAN for general housework I Tnqulre of MAURICE BROWN or B
with
a
pupil,
this
time,
Robert
“Good morning. Aunt Hannah,” there was a compact, complete lit
65*68
Amber Lanning glanced at her Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams of wanted, to live In or out. MRS. CARL I E McELROY, Vinalhaven.
Bishop of Camden. Their acccomSIMMONS Tel 1240
__________ 65t£ - ---------------------------- ---- —--------------Paul said in a sardonic voice. tle bathroom.
with raised eyebrows. She said vig
South
Braintree,
Mass.,
and
Mr.
STEEL
tray
wheelbarrows
for
sale,
Mrs. Bessie Monahan of Scars
PART time distributing Farm In $7.75 and $14.00 each, DeLaval electric
“My grandfather has just decided
She already felt apprehensive orously: "The person who’s in here dale, iN. Y. is visiting her mother, panist will be Mrs. Faith Berry of and Mrs. Charles Brooks of East secticides,
Disinfectants, Animal Foods cream separators, steel Dull s-taffs.
to tike Zorie to Hawaii.”
Rockland.
about her new job. She believed says she also paid for exclusive oc Mrs. Nellie Reever.
and .tonics, Household Supplies, Food grain binder twine, water bowls. Fair Braintree, Mass., returned home Products
cupancy
.
.
.
What?
Well,
do
some
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Mrs. Keith Carver is home from
Boston, for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Arey of
Springfield, N. J., arrived Monday.
Bertel Cederburg U. S. A., is
home on a short leave.
Mrs. Laura Skoog and children
went Monday to Whitinsville. Mass.
Word was received Friday by
Mr:, Hilda Kelwick of the safe ar<2^* of her son Pvt Airmar Keiwick in tiie Pacific. Her son Carl
Kelwick AS is in Ia.s Vagas Neb
Ihe Mid-Summer Fair sponsored
by the Elizabeth Hutchinson Sun
day School Class will be help
Thursday at Union Church vestry.
The committee: Mrs. Vaughn John. on. Mrs. Margie Chilles, Mrs. Edith
Newbert, Mrs. Cora Peterson..
Mrs Vaughn Johnson and daugh
ter (Dorethy visited Rockland Sat
urday.
Carl Kelwick AS ls in Las Vegas,
Neb.
Walter Birnie and family of
tester, Mass., are in town.
Mr and Mrs Gilbert T. Hill who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Thomas, returned Monday to
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Miss Lillian Ross returned Mon
day to Boston, having visited her
father. James Ross two weeks.
Pleasant River Grange will con
fer tiie third and rduflfi degree on
candidates Wednesday night. Lunch
will be served.
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Miss Margaret Brown, ClaTk
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Mrs Eugene Burgess is visiting
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Marjory

first prize went to Fi;ank Grimes,
second to Edward Greenleaf. Jr.
Miss Hazel Lundy of.. Montclair,
N J returned to her home Sunday
having been guest of Mts. H. W.

ling bridle for sale,
ael; can Ibe used for
-EW1S C BARTER.
_ 65 66
tv of shells, tike new
4-21, Waldoboro.
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Prescott

to

her grandmother, Mrs. Mary Fern
ald in Camden.
I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle of Phil
adelphia are guests of Mrs. Elva
I Teel.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey re
turned Thursday from a week’s vis
it in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt of Fitchburg,
Mass., are spending the week at
Drew Drop Camp.
Miss Nathalie Smith of Portland
arrived Saturday and is spending
her vacation with her aunt, Mrs.
Allie Lane.
Dean Holmer returned Saturday
to Exeter, N H., having been guest
of Miss Ellen Wareham.
Mrs. Alphia Baker of Philadel
phia and Cora Butler are guests
of Mrs. Baker’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Bucklin.
Mrs. (William Bruce and Miss
Peggy Craig who have been visiting
Mrs. Bruce’s parents, Mr and Mrs
David Duncan have returned to
Cambridge City Hospital where they
are student nurses.
Miss Alice Creed and Mrs. Tena
Christie entertained the Non Eaters
Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Christie.
<
Mrs. George Gray and grandson
were in Rockland Wednesday to vis
it her daughter, Mrs. Carrie Hol
gerson who is a surgical patient at
Knox Hospital.
Farm Bureau met Monday at the
home of Mrs Fernald Ames with
Mrs. Ames and Mrs. Ivan Calder
wood as hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick are
home from Rockland for a week's
stay.
This group of women enjoyed an
auto ride Thursday to North Ha
ven with dinner at Haven’s Inn:
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf, Miss Grace
Lenox, Mrs. Charles Chilles, Miss
Muriel Chilles. Mrs Leslie Dyer,
Mrs. Leo Lane, Mrs. Max Conway.
Mrs. Langtry 'Smith. Mrs. Ambrose
Peterson Mrs. Scott Littlefield, Miss
Marjorie Smith. Miss Lillian Smith,
Mrs Carrie Fifield, Mrs. Charlotte
Fifield and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson.
Workers on surgical dressings will
meet tonight at ,Legion Hall.
Miss Janice Pillsbury who re
cently visited her grandmother,
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest, has returned
to Portland
American Legion will meet Wed
nesday; supper at 5.30; committee:
Hanley Dyer, David Duncan, Ralph
Doughty. Prof. David Moyer will
play piano solos. All Service men
in town are welcome.
Mrs Edward Greenleaf was host
ess to Atlantic Bridge Club Mon
day night at her home Lunch was
served.
MLss Ethelyn Strickland of Bos
ton arrived Monday.
• Pvt. Sherman Green, U. S. Army
Air Corps returned Sunday to re
port for duty. Mrs. Green accom
panied him to Boston.

EconomiQ co-operation is the
best basis for friendship between
nations.
The 'trade agreements
hvat now become an essential bul
wark of the kind of peace that
Americans desire.

64-65
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PARIS STEP STOOL

CORBIN NIGHT LATCH

These have been very scarce.
Our supply is limited, so buy
early. Black wartime finish.

’ATION. 523 Main St.
________________55tf

.Each

2.69

work horses for sale.
$50
will sell them
'li, or will trade for
extend
reasonable
parties,
MURDICK
ash ington. Me.
Tel.
ltf

Paint it to match your kitchen.
Very well made with folding
top step A necessity in reach
ing those closet shelves.
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To Curtail Sharply

Suggests Use of Tannic
Acid for Poison Ivy

Motor Boat Gasoline Rations
Will Be “Trimmed” First
Of October

Dr. William L. Holt, health officer
at Massachusetts State college, says
one of the methods of treating heat
burns is to open the blisters and
apply tannic acid and this same
method of treatment might be ap
plied to inflammation caused by
poison ivy.
The treatment consists in vigor
ously rubbing the eruption with a
piece of gauze or cheesecloth soaked
in 95 per cent alcohol. The rub
bing should be severe enough to re
move the tops from small blisters.
Large blisters should first be washed
with alcohol and opened with a knife
dipped in alcohol. After the tops of
the blisters have been removed,
whatever matter oozes from the
open blisters should be wiped off
with dry sterile gauze. A large piece
of gauze saturated with a 10 per
cent solution of tannic acid should
then be applied over the inflamed
area and allowed to stay for 30 min
utes. At the end of a half hour al
low the skin to dry. Do 'not wipe
dry.
This treatment is repeated
every six hours and new blisters
should be treated in similar man
ner. Usually three or four treat
ments are sufficient. A crust will
form over the blisters and in a
week’s time the crust falls off.
The 10 per cent solution of tannic
acid, according to Dr. Holt, is made
as follows. Buy four ounces of pow
dered tannic acid in a drug store,
dissolve it in one quart of water.
Stir until all of it is dissolved, A
quart is usually sufficient for six or
more treatments.

Gasoline rations for motor boats
powered by inboard engines will be
curtailed sharply an allotments for
outboard crafCwill be trimmed to a
lesser extent, effective Oct. 1, the
Office of Price Administration an
nounced
It was learned meanwhile that
the agency is studying a plan pro
viding for a larger gasoline ration
for a limited number of ’’B” card
motorists and a reduction in the
quantity allowed seme “ C' drivers.
The adjustment in motor boat ra
tions cuts from 126 to 24 the maxi
mum gallonage permitted in any
three months for an inboard motor
craft. The maximum quarterly al
lotment for outboard boats is re
duced frem 20 to 10 gallons.
Formula for determining specific
allotments remains the same. Two
gallons' will be granted for horse
power of inboard engines. Two and
a half gallons per horsepower will
be permitted for outboard craft.
However, rations may not exceed
the new maximums. Thus only
rations for cutboard boats with en
gines of more than four horsepower
will be cut. But allotments for vir
tually all inboard boats will be re
duced, most by as much as 80 per- i
cent.
The cut was prompted by “con
siderable resentment aroused’’ in
people who felt the owners of
yachts and pcwer boats were being
accorded special privileges which
were denied to others.”
‘Refineries are unable to keep
pace with the present demands of
civilian consumers" as a result oi
sharply stepped-up military re
quirements, Ltputy 'PAW Adminis
trator Ralph K Davies said.

Burning Wood
To get t,.e ».;oi>i heat from wood,
use the largest size piece that will
go through the door of stove or fur
nace. A piece of sheet iron over the
grates of a coal furnace will help
to reduce draft and provide steadier
heat. Some homeowners take out
the grates, line the ash-pit with fire
brick, and build the fire on the ash
pit floor.
If green wood is burned, a mini
mum of elbows and crooks in the
stovepipes will help the creosote to
escape up the chimney. A long pipe
that goes through a cold room be
fore it reaches the chimney should
be wrapped in asbestos.

Buy Wax Bonds and Stamps

Each 19c

This attractive toy will please
any small child. Revolving
gun. metal wheels, with red and
natural wood finish.

69c

FLOOR SANDER FOR RENT
J
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VEAZIE"

MURINE For Your Eyes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 49
WILDROOT CREAM-OIL FORMULA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 79
TAMPAX .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10’s .29
COTYS FACE POWDER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . plus tax 1.00
ALKA SELTZER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 49
DEXTRI MALTOSE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lbs. .63
100’s $2.96
UNICAP VITAMINS,
Dr. West's Toothbrush. .. .47

ANTI-AIRCRAFT
PULL Toy TRUCK

Each

SAVE—and the “rest” is easy! Save on the things that add
pleasure to leisure and comfort to sport by coming here for
Summer sundries and playtime accessories. We’ve a grand
selection for your play day plans . . . for cool picnic nooks , , .
for siestas in the sun . . . for action on the beach front . . , and
we have them at prices that are easy on your budget. Come in
today—and rest assured of savings!

Anacin Tablets___ 100’s .98

Each 1.39

Buy several at these prices.

wlth about 25 acres,
bam. a fine small
seme one that does

-

LARCE

Tne first time we have been
able to offer these Jor months

bought right,

Restate, J. HSRBKM
« U70, Oamden.

tuttaailmagka

Plaachkt in Chicago tturalU-Aaiitricaa

In The Picture

Pictures may show only the attractive features and not the
WHOLE product. There Ls no substitute for PERSONAL IN
SPECTION. Our store has plenty of merchandise on display.
Conic in and make your selections today, and remember—the
plainly marked prices are the full eost—no freight to pay and
no delay!
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Sutton Leg Color -------- .59
$1.00 Hinds Cream plus
tax .......................... —......... 59
Mendaco
Tablets
for
Asthma .......................... !•!*
Vi-Penta Drops ..... 15cc 1.13
Evening In Paris Per
fume ............... plus tax ,60
Woodie Lip Stick plus tax .59

Gaby Suntan Lotion plus
tax.......... -.............. 47 and .89
Parker Fountain Pen plus
tax .............. ----- ---------- 8.75
Fine Combs ............25 and .50
Thermos Lunch kit ....... 1.89

The thousands of prescrip
tions in our files are docu
mentary evidence of the com
munity’s confidence in our
dispensing service, and speak
volumes for the care we give
to compounding and the
quality we put into the medi
cine.

ROCKLAND

PHONE 1115-W

SOUTH WARREN

Mrs. J. (B. Burns returned to her
home in Worcester, Mass., Monday
after spending several weeks at the
Watts Farm, guest of her sister Miss
Edith Watts.
Mrs. J. N. Kellogg otf Lexington,
Mass and Miss Cora Murdough ar
rived Monday to spend their vaca
tions at the Watts Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thomas and
children of Lynn, Mass, and Glen
mere called Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt.
Mrs. Annie Kinney was home
from Camden for the week-end.
Henry Robinson of East Roches
ter. N. H. visited his mother, Mrs
Ella Robinson last week
Mrs. Louise Wood of Chestnut
Hill, Mass, is spending several days
with Mrs. Geneva Hall.
Miss iRuth Hazelton has returned
to her -work in Waterville, after
spending her vacation with Mrs. C.
D. Hazelton.
Sgt. Wilho Passanen is spending
his furlough with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Emil Passanen. He is
stationed in Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. IB. F. Jones of
Plymouth, Mass., have 'been visiting
at the home otf Winslow Robinson,
while (Mr. Jones was vacationing
from his duties as Superintendent
of Schools ln Plymouth.
Fred Robinson has been painting
for Ardie Thomas and George
Barnes and F. O (Hilt for Alfred
Hooking.
(Mr. and iMrs. Durwood Kalloch of
Sangerville, Maine were over night
guests Saturday Of Mrs Oeneva Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and
family spent the week-end at the
“(Ledges.’’

Charlotte and Estelle Overlock
and Jtme Robinson have returned
from a few days stay at Old Orch
ard.
Mrs Lula Libby entertained the
Rug Club at her home Wednesday.
Those attending were Rachel Over
lock, Jeannette Robinson and daugh
ter, Anita, Olive (Brazier, Doris
Spear, Marion Grafton, Olive Fales,
Laura Copeland, Doris Maxey and
granddaughter “Dotty" Draper,
Marion Lermond and Edna Barrett.
Mrs. Hattie Counce has been
recent guest of her cousin, Mrs. M.
P. Orne.
Mrs. Gertrude Janjison and
daughter, Freda otf Bridgewater
have been visitors at Elmer Fulton’s
the past week. The latter ls on
vacation from her duties as
manager of the A. & P. store in her
home town
Relatives of Mr. and Mrs Richard
Bucklin gave them a surprise party
Thursday at their new home in the
Creighton house.
Refreshments
were served and a sum of money
presented. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Newbert, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Ames, Herbert Newbert,
Jr. and Miss Harriet Wilson of
Thomaston, Mr and Mrs Willis
Caddy and son Willis of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Webb of New
York, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin,
Mrs. Annie Bucklin, Mrs. Wlalter
Delano and daughter, Cynthia.
The Copeland cousins were enter
tained at the Winchenbach home in
Thomaston Friday, enjoying a lobs
ter dinner. Those present were
Bertha Jordan, Olive Fales, Dolls
Maxey, Laura Copeland, Nettie
Copeland, Marlon Wood, Kathryn
Draper and daughter, (Dotty Jean,
Ruth Levenseler, Ada F Winchen
CRIEHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs Guy Simpson and bach, Stella Newbert and Leila
Miss Elisabeth Ogilvie moved this Smalley.
Adopted cousins were
week to Gay’s Island where they Marion Lermond, Olive Brazier and
Lizzie Waltz.
recently bought a home.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wilson returned
Saturday to the island after passing were visitors Friday in Rockland
several days at their new home in enroute here.
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. H D. Crie were
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rouscher guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. John
and daughter Linda went Satur Campbell in Jefferson.
day to Freeport, N. Y., after stay
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Watson and
ing several days at Hillside Farm, daughter Robin are visiting Mr. and
which they bought last year from Mrs. Leslie Wilson for two weeks.
Mrs. Leslie Wilson.
All pulpwood on the island has (Friendship with the Soviet Union
been shipped to Bucksport.
has brought into the Pacific area a
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Hogstrom and powerful force for the development
the latter’s sister of Freeport, N. Y., of international co-operation.

The Vinalhaven Lions Club
bounced back from a slump In at
tendance at its last meeting at the
Union Church Vestry last Thursday
night and along with an imposing
list of guests made the best showing
for quite some time.
Two full tables were spread and
what was left of the beans and the
pie you could put ln your eye.
King Lion Andie Gilchrist was at
the head of the table and ran the
meeting in a smooth and effleier
manner. His announcement that
members who were absent at the
last meeting when he announced
committee assignments, could find
their committee assignment on a
chart he had posted on the wall,
did not cause any bones to be brok
en in a rush to look at the chart,
but King Lion Andie thinks he has
a good set up and that the Club will
show some good results at the end
of the year.
Lion Joe Headley, reporting for
his committee announced that the
next meeting Aug 24 would be the
annual Summer Visitors Night.
Lion O. V. Drew read a letter from
Division Manager Blodgett of Rock
land stressing the importance of
paper collections, and asked the
Club members to do all they could
to assist. A card of thanks was re
ceived from Past King Lion Ed
Carver who is convalescing in a hos
pital in Boston.
Lion Ed Loveless who claims the
pie eating chanplonship of the Som
erville, Mass., Lions Club thought
he was going to win another champ
ionship when they began to pass
the custard pie, then the apple pie.
then the pineapple pie, then the
chocolate pie, and finally the raisin
pie, but he hadi to lay down his
fork to the Vinalhaven champ. Lion
Harry Young, and he was not even
a close third to runner up Henry
Anderson, who managed to make
New Mineral Pigment
A newly unearthed mineral pig the circuit but who didn’t clean up
ment called green bauxite is now his crumbs as good as the champ.
being mined in the southern Pyre
After the meal the gathering en
nees. This is proving of value as joyed its usual sing, but the sing
a raw material for paints.
ing had to be cut a bit short due to
a
lack of time. Perhaps that was
Largest Circulation
what
led Minnie Smith to remark COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
The News of the World, a weekly
newspaper, published in London, has that the singing for the evening
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
a Circulation of 3,750.000 copies per was the best she had heard for a
issue, the largest circulation of any
M
1
2 ?,
long time.
5
b 7 4
newspaper in the world.
After a few minor details of busi
WS
IO
ll
ness Lion Drew introduced as
9
False Teeth in 500 B. C.
W
Scientists in Italy claim that false speaker Dr. Robbins Barstow, Pres
IS
il
IM
15
teeth were used in 500 B. C., speci ident of the Hartford TheolcgicaJ
mens of Etruscan bridgework of Foundation, who was substituting
Ife
that time having been placed in the
17
Ib
for Dr. Neal Bousfield of the Maine
Corneto museum.
Seacoast Mission. Dr. Barstow spoke
zo
21
briefly to the Lions but his words
Love Robs Girl Clerks
In four years all five of the per were of such import that he held
22
2.3
sonable young women who occupied his audience very closely and he
clerk’s jobs in the court of one judge
was given a rousing burst of ap
zM
in Berkeley, Calif., have quit—to be
Zb
c 25
plause at the close.
27
married.
At the close of the meeting all
Z9 30
31
adpourned to the large vestry room
Least Nicotine
______
Burley tobacco has less nicotine where Dr. Barstow and A. R. Wil
3X
33
34
35 3b
37
in it than any other type of tobacco. liams of the Maine Seacoast Mis
w
This is the variety from which chew
sion showed several reels of colored4
ing tobacco is ordinarly made.
39
pictures depicting the work of the
•
W
Mission and its sturdy boat “Sun
Optimist
MO Ml
M2
M3
An optimist is one who looks out beam". Mr. Williams acted as nar
in the dark and sees a light which rator and the pictures together with
1 M5
MM
Mb
isn't there. A pessimist is one who
some of the statistics given served
J
blows the light out.
as an eyeopener to many people who
1
MB
M7
had only a hazy idea of what the
Maine Seacoast Mission is. This
Ultra
part of the meeting was thrown op
HORIZONTAL
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-A mason's mallet ' 39-Depart
UjUMINALL
en to public. All present reported a
8-Boils slowly
5-Stupid persons
40-A way
10-Pronoun
very entertaining and enlightening
9-Open (Poet.)
42-Walt upon
13-Speck
evening.
10- Owns
44- Crlmson
15-Lock of hair
45- Wagon track
The guests present were Post 11- Lu ip of butter
17-Gnawed away
Musical pipes
46- Kind of lace (abbr.) 20- High mountain
master Dean Holmer of Exeter, NR , 1214‘-Gaze
w
47- Relleves
21- Accept
Fred C. Noyes of Rumford, N. J., 16-A flower (pi.)
48- Lets stand
23-A simpleton
(Proof reading)
25-Protect
William Alonzo Kessell, Carleton 18- Canton In
Switzerland
28-Amerlcan poet
Kessell, and Jack. Sands, of New 19- Church festival
VERTICAL
30- Jeers
burg, N. Y„ Harland Dearborn of 21- Enclosures for
31- Rents
combat
1- Ravine
32- Save
Meriden, Conn , Leo Garel of New
22- Ensnares
2- Imitate
33- lnvades suddenly
York City, Andie and Herbert Cas 24-Young hog
3- Turns to another
35- A highway (abbr.)
sie. and (Birger Magnuson of Vinal 26- The (German)
course
36- Supply with
4- Diminiah
resolution
haven and visiting Lion Herbert 27- Weaken
29-Serviceable
5- To give confidence 37- Staggers
Loveless of Somerville, Mass.
32-A shore or beach
to
39-Small plot of ground
ONE COAT
Lion Herb may have lost out on 34-Shabbier
6- Country In Europe 41-Flow of the wavee
COVERS
the pie eating contest, but he 38-Part of verb ‘To be* ■’-Co’T.enlk'
PATTERNED
seemed in a fair way to win new
WALLPAPER
laurels as an ice cream devotee, tor
only a short time after the meet
ing was over he was reported as
• Ultra Luminal! —pioneer among
water-mixed paints—always highest seen with a quart of ice cream in
quality—you’ve seen it advertised in each hand and a double decker cone
the national magazines for years. Its i between his fingers, and as usual
features are: Apply over wallpaper... Herb was doing his magician’s
One coat covers .... 1 gal. does aver trick of making things vanish into
age room w . Dries in 40 minutes .. . thin air and undoubtedly the ice
IF IT WILL
Ultra-Luminall for extra washability, cream went the same way the pie
FURNISH
yoar
birds
with
Calcium
Carbonate in proportions which will
had gone.

Documentary
Evidence

GOODNOW'S PHARMACY
300 MAIN ST.

Editor of The Courier Gazette:—
On reading your issue of Aug 8,
I was much interested in the 'Ten
Bicycle Commandments."
I should like to stress (automo
biles please note) that bicyclists
have great difficulty in hearing
sounds from the rear. It does not
seem possible to these in an auto
mobile that the cyclist has not
heard a car six feet behind, but
with wind whistling by one’s ears
these low sounds are even more oft
en than not, masked out.
Will automobiles approaching me
from the rear please blow? I am
glad to pull off the road, but to
16eep turning to lcok is dangerous.
This lack cf hearing of sounds from
the rear is not peculiar to me, it is
common to all cyclists.
As an automobile driver, and bi
cyclist too I quarrel with command
ment number two (I will not ride
on the left side of the street.) I
think this is the safest place to
ride and should be universal in ail
cities, as it does away with the
sound v coming-from behind prob
km. However, since the rules say
‘right side" I ride on the right side.
I feel also that dogs that chase
bicycles should either be restrained
or killed, they are one of the great
est bicycle hazards on the public
highway.
Children riding two on a bicycle
should be stopped and bicycles tak
en by the police for a few days,that would soon end that menace.
I have ridden some 4,203 miles
zince rationing began—the only
narrow escape I had was due to a
car “sneaking up on me" from the
rear, a gentle “toot” from the automobilist would cure that.
Let’s have it always safe to ride
bicycles—it has been a most enjoy
able wartime necessity to me.
Ellis Spear
Bicycle License Newton 5151

ST. GEORGE

Paige FIvi

85c qt.
$3. gal.

Sold Exclusively by

H.H.CRIE&CO.
328 MAIN ST,

not disturb the mineral balance of the feed, when used with commercial
mixed feed of normal calcium phosphorous level?
TENANTS HARBOR
SUPPLY Roll-Crush Insoluble Granite Grit?
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Sheldon and SAVE labor,. One product to handle in place of two.
daughter Frances of Waltham, Definitely IMPROVE shell strength and texture?
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Ida Rivers This feature alone will help redace coats.

for two weeks.
Mrs Marion Clark is entertaining
her sister, Miss Florence E Gray of
New York and Mrs. Alice Lane and
Miss Fisher of St. Louis.
Rev. John Sawyer and family of
Pennsylvania are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Forest Wall.
John G. Wall will celebrate his
94th birthday Aug. VI.

ROCKLAND, ME,

Bar

Bands sad Stamp*

Limeroll in your feed room rives you a constant supply of shell maker
plus an insoluble grinding agent.
Poultrymen have bought thousands of tons of Limeroll, not as a temporary
war substitute for oyster shell, but because of the results obtained with its
use.

BUY A BAG TODAY

♦

GIVE IT A FAIR TRIAL

Watch results. We believe you will become a LIMEROLL enthusiast.

OLLIED minEBOlS.mC.

WEST CHfimSfDRO.muss

Mfgrs. of Roll-Crush Insoluble Granite Grit

Tuesday-Friday
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Funeral services were held Thurs
day from Davis funeral home for
Karl Thbmas Kiskfia Sic whose
death occurred Aug 6 at Treasure
Island Armed Center, Calif.
New volumes at the Public Libra
ry Include: Mavericks Return by
Peter Field; The Bowl of Brass.
Paul I. Wellman; Courage Stout,
William MyLeod Raine; Fourways,
Alise Ross Colver; Toward Zero,
Agatha Christie; Aces Wild, Jackson Gregory; Wilderness Trek, Zane
Orey; More than Conqueror. Grace
L. Hill; Heart’s Haven, Sara Ware
Bassett; Life and Death of Little
Jo, Robert Bright; Strange Fruit,
Lillian Smith; Avalanche, Kay
Boyle; They Shall Come Again,
Ruth C. Mitchell; The Apostle,
Sholem Asch; Sea Magic, Sara
Ware Bassett
Lloyd Miller and Joe D'Angelo of
Brooklyn, N. Y. recently spent a
week's vacation with Mr. Miller’s
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Johnson.
William Loucks was recently
called to New York by the death of
his brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bucklin of
South Warren who have recently
moved to the Sam Creighton farm
were given a house warming Thurs
day night by a group of friends.
Those attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Bucklin, Mrs. Eva
Bucklin and daughter Cynthia, Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Newbert. Miss
Harriett Wilson, Herbert Newbert,
Jr., Mr and Mrs. Willis Kinney
and son Billy of iRockland. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Webb, Syracue, N. Y Cake and
punch was served and Mr. and Mrs.
Bucklin were presented with a
sum of money.
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Friday at 7.30 p. m.
A special speaker will be heard at
the Pentecostal Church Wednesday
at 7.30 -Norman Barth, missionary
who has returned from Japan.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Buzynski of
South Portland (formerly Miss
Harriet Tillson) and sons Neil and
John, are residing with her father
Francis Tillson on the Meadow
road.
,
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle supper
which was to be held Wednesday
will be postponed until Aug. 23..
Mrs. Gladys McClain has re
turned to her home at Kennebunk
port after being.guest of friends for
the weekend.
Wren Wotton is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St.
John’s Episcopal Church will have
a baked bean supper tonight at 6
o’clock, followed by movies shown
by Wilbur Senter of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Sullivan of
Dorchester, Mass., will return home
today after visiting at Mrs. Sulli
van’s home (the Scanlon house) on
Beechwoods street for three weeks.
Mrs Ruth Fiardigotti of Presque
Isle is visiting! her parents Dr. and
Mrs H. W. Flagg for an indefinite
time.
Miss Phyllis Delano, who has
been guest of Mrs. Louis Hanley
returned Sunday to her home in
Bath.
t
Mrs. Maude Silva of Brookline,
Mass., ls visiting her sister Miss
Martha Stone.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Weeks and
daughter Helen have returned to
Millinocket after visiting their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. George Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bartlett and
children Grace, Edward and Nancy
of Groton, Conn., are visiting rela
tives in 'Rccklapd and also Mr and
Mrs. Herbert Fales.
Fire destroyed the main 'building
and office building of Gray Boats
Inc., Friday afternoon, together
with power tools and all tools owned
by workmen, with an estimated loss
of $20-000. partially covered by In
surance. Considerable lumber in
the shipyard was also burned but a
99-foot draggeg under construction
for Capt. Ben Pine, famous New
Gloucester skipper, was undamaged
except for a blistering of the paint. 1

DOUBLE BILL AT PARK THEATRE

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

The Rummage Sale

Hopkins And Webber

Camp Tanglewood

Devotes This Letter To An Memorial Library To Benefit The Girls Entertains Camden Will Address Camden H^torical Society At Its
Old Frfend And A Trip
From Friday’s Event—
Lions And Celebrate
Annual Meeting
To Vinalhaven
Other Highlights
Christmas

Engagement Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spear an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Norma Josephine to L.
Leon Manvvi'.le PO3c of the Naval
Air Force, Atlanta, Ga.
Miss Spear is a graduate of Rock
port High School and the Springfield (Mass) Hospital School for
Nurses’ Aides Mr. Manville is a
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
-L. Manville of Kennett, Mo., and
was graduated from Elaine (Ark.)
High School and attended Georgia
Technical Institute. At presgnt he Above: Noah Berry, Jr., apparently resents David Bruce’s interruption as
he is embracing Martha O’Driscoll in “Allergic To Love”.
is stationed at the Airport ln Ash
Point.
The wedding will take place Sept
3.

Welcome To The Marshalls

A reception was given recently to
Dr and Mrs. Harry I. Marshall at
their home on Pascal avenue byfriends in this town and vicinity.
The rooms were filled with guests,
ever 100 being in attendance.
In the receiving line were Dr. and
Mrs. Marshall. Mr and Mrs. Edward
Marshall of Thomaston, Conn.,
Mrs. Elizabeth Howie and son Hillis
of New Haven, Conn., Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Lawrence of Belfast and
Mrs. Jennie P. White of Machias
and Florida.
A program was presented under
direction of Rev. and Mrs. C.
Vaughn Overman. Everett E. Pitts
acted as master of ceremonies.
Arthur K. Walker gave greetings
from the townspeople and expressed
his pleasure* at the happy addition
to the town’s residents Mr. Barr,
the Methodist pastor, spoke humor
ously.
In behalf of the Educational Club,
of which Mrs. Marshall has been a
member for some years, Mrs. Everett
Pitts presented a beautiful bouquet
of sweet peas and a gift of money
the presentation made by Miss
Carolyn Snow of Rcckland, young
est member of the club Rev. Mr.
Overman then presented gifts from
the townspeople and from the
church, remarking on the friendship
which tiie gifts represented.
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall responded
cordially and humorously to all
speakers, and showed a neighborly
spirit and charming manner which
endeared them to all present.
Others who gave friendly greetings
were Frank Ingraham of Rcckland
and Mrs. Clara Emery, president of
the W C. T. U.
Refreshments were sprved. Mrs.
Lina Joyce greeted the guests at the
door; Mrs. Charles Rhodes and Mrs.
Albert Rhodes acted as ushers in
troducing all comers to the receiv
ing line; Mrs. Everett Pitts had
charge of the guest 'book; Mrs.
Glenn Lawrence and Mrs. Jennie
White served punch; and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett and Mrs. Viola
Spear were hostesses for refresh
ments.
D. J. P.
The plant Is owned by Malcolm F.
Seavey and Fred H Ames who ac
quired It in 1942.

Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle. All Summer straw hats re
duced to $2.00 and $3 00—adv.
63-66
Mice Bursting Into Song

For centuries there have been re
ports from astonished housewives,
generally unverifiable, of n.ice that
burst into song. Now recent experi
ments indicate that mice probably
devote a good deal of their time .to
singing, the songs Igeing perfectly
audible to other mice, and doubtless
Highly pleasing, but pitched so
high that only a very rare human
ear can hear them. The people who
do hear the little mouse melodies
probably have the same auditory
endowment as the few people who
are said to hear the “silent” dog
whistles.
«.

The Memory Man

; Tuesday-Friday

One-Way Traffic

First traffic regulation for one
way traffic appears to have been
established in New York city, De
cember 17, 1791, when a regulation
incidental to a performance at the
John Street theater'requested that
“Ladies and gentlemen will order
their coachmen to take up and sit
down w-ith their horse heads to the
East river to avoid confusion.’’

“Gambler’s Choice” featuring Cheater Morris, Nancy Kelly and Russell
Hayden deals with the gambling casinos of New York during the gaslight
era at the turn of the twentieth century. Both film will be shown for
three days starting Tuesday at the Park Theatre.

CAMDEN
« » ft^
loss NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2340

Miss Lucine Arau, principal of
Elm Street School is attending Uni
versity of Maine Summer School.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robinson of
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard F. Mathews.

September.
Miss Pearl Walden of the Elm
Street School and Mrs. Willis
Young, Mrs. Stanley Frye and Mrs.
Evelyn Bailey of the Knowlton
Street School are taking a three
weeks’ Summer course at the Uni
versity of Maine.
Mrs. Leslie D. Ames has returned
home after visiting her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Alli
son Ames of Marblehead, who ac
companied her home and returned
to Marblehead Sunday.
Mrs. James Dunton and daughter
Cheryl Beth have returned home
from Community Hospital.
Pfc. Dorothy Bryant, USMC, has
been promoted to Corporal. She Is
stationed at El Centro, Calif., and
will be home on furlough, which will
start Aug. 20.
Miss Dorothy Lord and Miss Bernice M. Cunningham have enlisted
in the WAVES. Miss Lord will
leave in September to take her basic
training in New York. Miss Cun
ningham will leave in October.
Miss Constance Bowden spent
part of her recent vacation at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Walter
Bowden.
Mr. and Mrs Gilbert C. Laite have
had as recent guests Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Stone of Upper Darby, Pa.,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Vance Blaisdell of
Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Robert
E Laite cf Salem. Mass.
Mrs Abbie Davis of Rockport vis
ited the past week with Daniel R.
Yates and Sadie H. Eugley.

S Sgt. Roger D. Calderwood, for
merly of the High School faculty
who is now stationed at Miami
Beach. Fla., and his mother, Mrs.
Guy Calderwrod of Portland, vis
ited here Thursday.
Mrs. Agnes Groves and Miss Mar
jorie Coombs of Brookline, Mass.,
are spending two weeks at their '
home here.
Sgt. Lawrence Dailey, who is sta
tioned in Alabama, is passing a fur
lough at his home on Washington
street.
• George Boynton, Sr., spent the
weekend in Boston where he attend
ed the double-header baseball game
Sunday.
Rev Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., has re
turned home after acting as coun
cilor for two weeks at the Royal
Ambassador Camp at Ocean Park.
Miss Beta Swanson of Watertown,
Mass., is visiting her cousin, Mrs.
Richard Damery.
Miss Minetta Johnson spent the
weekend ln Portland, where she
The Oriental Exclusion Act has
met Miss Clara Tremblay, who ts been amended so that it ho longer
returning here to attend school in discriminates against the Chinese.

, (By Iree Member)
As I read the item referring to a
visit to The Courier-Gazette .office
by Ralph Fitch, now a resident of
Waterville, memory brought back
the days when Ralph was “about
so high" and when the comet he
toted seemed about as large as
Ralph was. In fact, I knew the
whole Fitch family, but although
I knew the family of “steen” chil
dren pretty well, Ralph and Claude
are the ones I remember most
clear.
So far as I know. Ralph, like
scores of other Rockland youngsters
get his start as a pupil from Bert
Farnham—That guy so many people
get tangled up with Iree—and when
yet a mere slip of a lad Ralph be
came known as a good lad to tie to
when in need of a cometist. Ralph
was never the kind of chap who
flourished his cornet Heavenward as
a “watch me” gesture but he was
always Johnny on the spot when
“catch notes” between march
strains were apt to be neglected by
less dependable players.
I always felt that the cornet end
was in safe hands when Ralph sat in
with our band, quintet cr string
four and he never failed me in the
many years we were tooters to
gether—a good dependable musi
cian who could play a whole lot of
cornet. I have seen Ralph just
once since the old days—at Belfast
park some years back. He was
playing first chair with Drew’s
Band of Waterville and Mr. Drew
didn’t seem at all worried abiut his
first chair man. No need to worry
with Ralph on deck. First time I
get over tc Waterville I'm going to
drop in on Ralph—may take him up
on the invitation he and his wife
gave me at the Park.
I could write a lot about Ralph
but, just now, I recall a trip the
quintet made to Vinahaven. We
went in a .good, seaworthy cabin
cruiser and, although we had beds
to sleep our while gang, we decided
to make the trip back to Rockland
after we playtd our dance job as
Ralph wanted to be sure of getting
dome early enough to get to his
work. It was cloudy and rather
foggy and not too easy a sthnt to
find and keep the course under such
conditions. Ralph knew the waters
well and when he offered to pilot us
I gladly turned the wheel over to
him.
Well, even as good a pilot as
Ralph can get off the course com
ing frem Vinalhaven to Rockland
in the dark and we got off cuf
course and Ralph knew it. So did
I. There are plenty of chances to
slip into one of the many coves and
alleyways cn both sides of the
course on a dark, foggy night and
we just happened to do just that.
We knew something like that had

Thursday, August 17 is to be a
busy day for all of St. George On
this date, from 10 to 5 o’clock will
be held the Rummage Sale in aid
of the Mary Elinor Jackson Me
morial Library—the place, Wheeler’s
Store at Tenant’s Harbor.
Mer
chandise in great variety has been
received, much of it from out-oftown friends, but there is still room
for more and contributions may be
left at the store any time Tuesday
or Wednesday. In addition to these
second-hand articles of all sorts,
plants, flowers and vegetables fresh
from gardens of the neighborhood
will be sold. If Thursday proves
stormy the sale will be continued
through Friday.
Luncheon will be seved in the
Masonic Hall nearby from 12 to 1
o’clock to benefit the Alm-OnClub.
Visitors attending both
events wil 1 thus aid two worthy
causes besides giving themselves an
enjoyable day.—adv.

happened and Ralph and I talked
it over andi decided to shut off the
engine, throw the anchor and' ride
it out until we could' see where we
were at.
We took a nap on the cushions
until daylight and then discovered
that our ears had not deceived us
when we thought we heard "break
ers ahead” for we had run Into a
large cove and just a few hundred
feet ahead was more rocks than we
would have cared to run onto! We
were too close for peace of mind
when we kicked over that old an
chor and in less time than it takes
me to write about it we would have
been piled on the rocks and Ralph
would have missed one day, at least,
from his job! Well, they say that
“a miss is as good as a mile” and
we missed—so why worry?
Had lots of fun in those days and
the above reminds me of one night
we played for the famous ‘“White
Duck’’ ball on Hurricane — We
played for a lot of them but this
particular night the late Mark
Crockett played cornet with us.
Mark was a fine fellow and a firstclass cornetist but he didn’t like
sailing the seas in a small boat.
Tell you about it soon; also, about
the night we had the big storm and
played all night. Hurricane used to
be a lively town.
ON CHANGING HORSES
“There are now 26 Republican
wartime Governors. In these
states the people did not change
horses, they changed vehicles.
For times like these and in a
stream like this, transportation
by horse is not good enough.
The American people have com
mon sense. They have been
around. When they want to get
ashore quickly, trust them to get
off the horse and take a speed
boat.”—Gov. Dwight Griswold.

The Ideal Summer Beverage
11

II

Tanglewood's Fidget campers en
tertained the whole camp with their
annual Christmas celebration The
gifts were Christmas presents to
far away children and had to be
sent in the Cummer.. Since 1939
when Tangle wood opened, Sunday
is a day of sharing and the offer
ings at the Sunday morning wor
ship service are given to children in
England and China.
Last Thursday morning the paths
and woods echoed with Fidget
voices ccming to waken the other
campers—“Away in the Manger,”
Silent Night and Jingle Bells can
be very lovely in the Summer. The
dining hall ftas beautifully deco
rated with bunch berries excelling
the traditional holly. The huge fire
place screen bore the
words
• Merry Xmas” formed with these
lovely Summer berries. Fir boughs
and bunch berries decorated the
windows and stone mantlp and the
Christmas tree was heavy with
home made chains, angels, colored
cones and pop com strings. Santa
found a suitable gift to everyone—
a string bean was a most fitting
gift to the camp director. Carols
and fun ended the evening’s pro
gram around the trees.
Tanglewood campers have been
helping the farmers in harvesting
their government beans. Ninety-two
campers and councilors went out
Monday and Wednesday and 55
on Thursday picking about five
tons of beans. The groups were di
vided. some going to Lincolnville,
to Belfast and to West Rockport.
This week there will be 28 going
and 28 coming, the camp being
filled to capacity. Sixty-one com
munities are represented with nine
from out of State and four States
other than Maine. Bucksport has
the largest number of registrations
outside Bangor and Brewer with
Orono, Thomaston, Lincoln, Milo,
Ellsworth, Belfast, Bar Harbor not

SPECIAL

Mrs. Geneva Huke, who
spending a week in Boothl
toor. was acc&npanicd hom<
Alberta Rose, who is visi
and Mrs. Charles A. Rose.
-------Sarah Linnell Hat Shop
Kettle. All Summer straw
duced to $2.00 and $3 00.

Visit Lucien K. Green
second floor, 18 School sti
Fellows Block, City, for I
Coats and Cloth Coats at
prices.

FHA

Financing rules have also been materially light
ened. You can now finance the installation of fuel
saving equipment, with no down payment, the pay
ments to extend over 36 months.
■*.
Let us help the Government and YOU to con
serve fuel.

It’s Delicious!

INLAID LINOLEUMS
AND

MORRIS KELLY HA1

ART SQUARES
Our complete stock of

SUNDAYS

Inlaid Linoleums will

«0M)

now enable the peo

47-tf

ple of Rockland and

ME V »

vicinity to add beauty

S’i

and lasting
wear to any floor in
warmth

the house.

,
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. . . they'd make a bee-line for the dealer that sells Wirthmore
Dog Food. Here is a time-tested, scientifically-fcrmulated food
that proves its health-building and conditioning value year
after year in New England's leading kennels. Vi’irthmore Dog
Food is a foundation food ... a basic back-log for correct feed
ing that will help keep your dog healthy, happy and vigorous.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
VIA STR. VINALHAVEN H

TO VINALHAVEN
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland Sat. 5:30 P. M.

Lv. McLoon Wharf for Vmalhaven 8:30 A. M.
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland 4:00 P. M.

Steamer will return to Vinalhaven at 5:30 P. M.

IRTHMORC

Vinalhaven Port District
47-tf

ROCKLAND

-

GRAIN

5

f

gauge and in 21
beautiful patterns
fuitA

Come in and ask to see a Trintyle Floor, or Tel. 1494
and ask our floor expert to call. Floors contracted
for and Guaranteed. Terms if desired!

CO.

DAVID BRI
FUZZY KNIGI

FRANKLIN PANG)

MAXIE ROSENBLt

SALES

DOG FOOD
For Sale By

each Sunday
‘

Sgt. and Mrs. Joseph
sky and daughter Jonla
Portsmouth. (N H„ are visi,
Pnorlopsky's mother, Mrs
ret A. Rackliff, Berkeley

485 MAIN STREET—TEL. 744
»
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WHILE ON VINALHAVEN—VISIT
THE ISLAND GIFT SHOP

• .

—

rMrs Lloyd M. ’Richarn
daughter. Harriet, have
from a (month’s visit wi
Walter Dow in Lawrence,

In addition to the large-scale production of heat
ing equipment production previously planned, the
WPB has announced allocation for materials for the
manufacture of 803,021 additional units.

Linoleums in any

FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING GO. OF AUBURN

/

TWO GRAND
FEATURES
TUES., WED., and

PLAN

.62-68

Pep»i-Cola Company, Long hlond City, N. Y.

Lieut. Doris M. Page.
Okmulgee, Okla , was a re<<
of Mr. and Mrs Elmer B
of Rockland.

THE PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.

OPPOSITE THE TOWN HALL

IS TOPS AT FOUNTAINS

Mr. and Mrs. Nestor g|
Maverick. street, entertain^
bers of Canton Lafayette
lliary Thursday at a pici.
and social evening, tiie su
in^cocked at the outdoor
ffifesent at the happy (
were: Mr. and Mrs Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Al
aaid Mrs. Percy Hill, Mr.
Clifford Achorn, Mr
Albert MacPhail, Mr. and
T Carroll. Mr. and Mrs
Rollins, Sr , Mr. and Mr
Nelson. Mrs Minnie Smith
Maynard Havener, Mbs
Hyler, Alfred Benner an<j
Benner.

By the rules of the Government’s nationally ad
vertised Fuel Conservation Drive, you may now re
place obsolete or inadequate heating equipment or
convert to more modern types, if by so doing you can
make a material saving of fuel.

Le»ve Vinalhaven 7 A. M....................... Arrive Rockland 8.20 A. M.
Rockland 9.30 A. M........................................ Vinalhaven 10.50 A. M.
Vinalhaven 1 P. M.......................... .................... Rockland 2.20 P. M.
Rockland 3.30 P. M.
........................... .... Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.

Starting Sunday, Jane 18 Will Ran Sundays
Vinalhaven Port District

Members of Chapin cJ
their husbands, are to b
tained by Mrs. Grace Roll
nesday in Odd Fellows
picnic supper and evening

IT IS ENGINEERED

VINALHAVEN II
EXCEPT

far behind.
Tuesday guests in camp were
members of the Camden-Rockport
Lions club. The men and their
wives arrived and had supper with
the girls in the (dining room. Dur
ing supper the campers and they
entertained royally with songs of
every description. After sapper the
Fidgets entertained with a few
special songs of their very own
and Barbara J. Morrill, Bangor en
tertained with her accordian. The
Middlers unit did two very sn?fa/
but humorous skits.
Girls entering the camp Sunday
included: Janice Gorden and Sand
ra Lee Morine, Union; Nancy Lib
by. Thomaston; and Jacky Messer
Rockland.

YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS NO BETTER THAN

. SUMMER SCHEDULE

DAILY

The annual (meeting of the Cam
den Historical Society will be held
in the Saint Thomas Parish House
Wednesday night at 730.
In addition to the regular busi
ness of the annual meeting the offi
cers have arranged an Interesting
program and cordially invite friends
to attend. Adin L. Hopkins will
speak on the subject: “Early Land
Titles of Camden.” John Webber
will speak on the subject: ‘W«^
mouth’s Voyage of 1605.”
The present officers are: Presi
dent, Charles C. Wood; vice presi
dent John Webber; secretary. Eve
lyn M.
Tewksbury:
treasurer.
Helen M. Dougherty: custodian.
John L. Tewksbury; trustees, Josh
ua C. Chase, Mrs. Blanche Robin
son, Mrs. Helen C. Taylor. Adin- L.
Hopkins and Rev. Melvin H. Dorr.
Jr.
The Society’s past presidents are
Horatio W. Stevens, Leon O. Crock
ett, Capt. Harold F. Brown and
Charles C. Wood. Members who
have died during the past year
were Fenina I. Swan. Horatio W"
Stevens, Laura B. Ritterbush and
Agnes N. Smalley.

/JIENRV ARMI

TEL. 1494
466 MAIN STREET,
*
ROCKLAND, ME.
58-63
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Tuesday-Friday
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rally with songs of
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Morrill, Bangor enher accordian. Tho
did two very slnfci/

Members of Chapin Class and
their husbands, are to be enter
tained by Mrs. Grace Rollins Wed
nesday ln Odd Fellows Hall for
picnic supper and evening of games.

Invitations have been received in
Rcckland to attend a recital of
music for the harp by Ruth Dean,
Head of the Harp Department of
6 cphens College, Columbia, Mo,
Wednesday at 4 o’clock at the Saint
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor S. Brown, Thomas Episcopal Parish House,
Maverick, street, entertained mem Camden.
bers of Canton Lafayette and Aux
iliary Thursday at a picnic supper
B iraca Class members and guests
and social evening, the supper beheld a picnic supper and social eve
iiA.coc.kcd at the outdoor fireplace.
ffC-scnt at the happy gathering ning at the home of Miss Ruth L.
Rogers, Wednesday night supper
were: Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Jameson,
was
cooked outdoors a» the fireplace.
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Allen, Mr.
Those present were Miss Doris
and Mrs Percy Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Hyler, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs.
Clifford Achorn, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest
B. Buswell, Miss Elsie Bur
Albert MacPhail, Mr. and Mrs Jesse
bank,
Lieut.
Oom. and Mrs. Harvey
T Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Milton V.
S.
*
Browne.
Thomas Browne, Mr.
Rollins, Sr , Mr. and Mrs. Ellery
and
Mrs.
Gershom
Rollins and
Nelson, Mrs Minnie Smith, Mrs. C.
daughter,
Arlene,
Mr.
and Mrs.
Maynard Havener, Miss Doris V
George
L.
St.
Clair,
Mrs
Lena
Stev
Hyler Alfred Benner and Milton
ens,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
G.
HempBenner.
stead and daughter, Betty, Mr. and
Lieut. Doris M. Page, A N.C, of Mrs. Ralph U. Clark and daughters,
Okmulgee, Okla . was a recent guest Evelyn and Edith, Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Dow, Mrs. Lendon C. Jackof Mr and Mrs Elmer B. Crockett
son,
Jr., and daughter, Ruth Ann,
ot Rockland.
y
—
Mrs. Susie Karl, Mrs. Minnie
Rogers, Miss Eva Rogers and Miss
Mrs Lloyd M. ’Richardson and
Ruth L. Rogers.
daughter. Harriet, have returned
from a .month’s visit with Mrs.
Helen G. Coltart, 62c, WAVE,
Walter Dow in Lawrence, Mass
home on leave from Washington,
Sgt and Mrs. Joseph Preslopsky and daughter Jonla Lyn, of
Portsmouth, IN. >H„ are visiting Mrs.
Pnvlopsky’s mother. Mrs.. Marga
ret A Rackliff, Berkeley street.

skits.

D. C„ has been visiting her mother.
Mrs. Gertrude Ooltart in St. George
and her sisters, Mrs. George Shaw’
and Miss Doris Coltart in Rock
land. Miss Ooltart returns to her
duties tomorrow.

Mrs. Geneva Huke, who has been
Rodney K Worcester, son of
spending a week in Boothbay Har Patrolman Charles E. Worcester, is
bor, was accdlnpanicd home by Mrs convalescing at his home, following
Alberta Rose, who Ls visiting Mr. a tonsilectomy at Knox Hospital.
and Mrs. Charles A. Rose.
Sarah I.innell Hat Shop, Copper

|g ttie ramp Sunday
ft Gorden and SandUnion; Nancy l.iband Jacky Messer

Kettle. All Summer straw hats re
duced to $2.00 and $3.00.—adv.
63-66

Miss Gladys Harding, fiance of
Lieut. Elmer B. Havener, of Yar

mouth, N. S , is visiting Lieut.
Havener’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pierre L. Havener, North Main
street.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
The Garden Club meets Tuesday
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
at
home of Mrs William D. Talbot.
Fellows Block, City, for *Furs, Fur
The
speaker will be George Carr of
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
Warren and Clearwater. Fla.
prices.
9tf
Miss Lucille Carter Wakefield was
w. recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Lancaster, Mrs. Marie Frazier.
Miss Cora Scheley and Miss Minnie
Jackson of Portland and Old
Orchard.
TWO GRAND
FEATURES

TUES., WED., and THUJtfc

TODAY — WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY

lationally adIraay now re

lioing you can

Iction of heat,

planned, the
leriala for the
A Poromounf

bits.

••efure wHK

Iterially light -

SING CROSBY

Ration of fuel

niRISE STEVENS

lent, the pay-

Pomout ControHo of Metropolitan Opera Atu

'Si,’

LEO McCAREY

Shows 2, 6.00, 8.30
The King of Gambler* ond
Jack of Club* in a battle royal
for the Queen of Heart*.

ING CO.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

1%

RAT OWIEN ROBERT RYAN-RUTH HUSSEY
. .. hank AWHUGH • tartan MoclANf

A Poroiaowm

CHFSTfl

This ls the season When our
Summer visitors arrive and it
win be a gTeat favor to The
Courier -Oazette to have them
reported as promptly as pos
sible. Guests like to have friends
know they are here. Phone,
write or bring 'em—we want
those items.

Members of the Albert H. New
bert Association will be guests of
Mr. and Mrs Edwin O’B. Gonia at
Lucia Beach Friday night. House
keepers will be Mrs. Gonia, Mrs.
Florence Philbrook, Mrs. Doris Jor
dan and Mrs. Bessie Church.
Miss Gail Sharpe, who ls employed
at the Chase National Bank in New
York, is spending a vacation with
her mother, Mrs. Seth Low’.

Miss Janice Koster Ls an ap
pendectomy patient at* Knox Hos
pital.
Mrs.
tained
noon,
Glover

Edward F. Glover enter
informally Saturday after
complimenting Mrs Fred
af Charlotte, N. C,

Mrs. Ensign Otis caAfed together a
few of the many friends oi her
mother Mrs. Nathan Farwell, Satur-

dayafternoon to celebrate her 90th
birthday. At the beautifully ap
pointed table graced with flower*
and a lovely birthday cake with
“Happy birthday to you,” and entertwined with candied violets
through the artistic frosting, and
centering about it the graceful and
delicious goodies which make per
fection for this nature of celebra
tion. ’Two relatives, Mrs Frank W.
Fuller at the coifee urn at one end
of the table; and) Mrs. Peycy Dem
j in ons of Thomaston with tea tray at
the other end, kept the ladies well
satisfied with these rare confec
tions. Miss Marcia Farwell, who
tops the record in the Rockland age
high class, received with Mrs. Farwell. A most delightful event. Mrs.
Farwell was for years one of Rock
land’s finest teachers cf the piano,
and has always held a high place
in the hearts of her many friends.

Mrs. Lilian 6. Copping suffered
an ill turn the last of the week and
is confined to her home on Lime
rock street under the care of a
trained nurse.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso F. Russell
are making their home for the
present with their daughter-inlaw. Mrs. Robert P. Russell. Mason
ic street.
Miss Flora Richardson of Win
chester, Mass., is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Collamore, Camden road
Mrs. Dorothy Bird Snow, who has
been recreational director at the
Soldiers’ Club in Trenton. N. J„ the
past two yeans, enters upon new du
ties next week as assistant super
intendent of student housing at the
New England Conservatory of Music
in Boston.
Mrs. Snow recently
spent a vacation in Rockland with
her mother. Mrs. Jane W. Bird and
sister, Miss Madeline Bird.

equipment or

|Y0U to con-

Mrs. G. B. Rollins and daughter,
Arlene are visiting with Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Adams, Old Town.
_____ I
Ctjpt. Charles H. Whitmore of
the U. S. Merchant Marine, came
Sunday and is visiting Mrs. Whit
more, Broadway. It is his first visit
' home since April .1943. Captain
, Whitmore traveled by plane from
San Francisco to New York, making
[ the final lap from New York to
Rockland by rail.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Robbins
spent Sunday in Vinalhaven visit
ing friends on Granite Island.
Miss Sylvia Hooper is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Evelyn Spencer, in New
Haven, Oonn.

Fkiww
Mssai

M0RR1SKELLYHAYDEN
Call At Our Home Service Kitchen

And Obtain Help With
Your Canning Problems

SEE latest canning meth
ods and materials; obtain
new literature and answers
to canning questions.

■5 '

IN OUR

ROCKLAND STORE
456 MAIN ST.
© RtOWr K»#W»TT
Your Electric Servant

j

ts contracted

DAVID BRUCE
FUZZY KNIGHT
FRANKLIN PANGBORN
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
*7

JIENRY

AIWIETT*

CANNING

TIME

Eleanor-Mary Dougherty, Home Service Advisor
HOME SERVICE

CEI
POWBI

INE

r: ??.RTMEXT

Kland, me.
58-63

MRS. HELEN SIMQNTON
Funeral services for A^rs. Helen
Wight (Emery) Simonton, who died
Aug. 6 in New Ycrk following a long
illness were held Thursday after
noon at the Burpee Funeral Home
The burial was in the Achom ceme
tery. The services were conducted
by Rev Alfred G. Hempstead. The
bearers were Charles C. Wotton.
Charles H. Berry, Wendell H. Em
ery, Seabrook W. Gregory and Ar
thur F. Lamb.
Bom in Rockland, the daughter
of Charles O. and Alberta Ellems i
Emery, she attended the Rockland
High School and Wheatc-a College,
Norton. Mass. Her husband was the
late Horace L. Simonton who died
tn 1906
Mrs. Simonton had long been a
resident of New York City and for
many years was employed by Lane
Miss Ruth Mitchell
Bryant and Franklin Simon & Com
The engagement of Miss Ruth
pany. Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. John C. Hampton of Yonkers, Ethelyn MitcheU of Dorchester,
N. Y„ two brothers. Charles A. and Mass, to Lt. Alvin Arthur Luce,
Joseph Emery of Rockland, Maine:
USNR is announced Jjy her par
one niece, Ruth Emery of Rock
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Linwood A.
land; four nephew’s, Wendell H. j
I Mitchell of Appletcn. Miss MitchEmery of Rockland and Albert O
■ ell is a graduate of the Union High
Emery, Charles and Joseph Emery.
School and the Pierce Secretarial
Jr., who are in the Armed Forces.
j School, Bostcn. Lt. Luce, son of
Mr. and Mrs. (Arthur E. Luce of
'
JAMES WARREN
Framingham. Mass., is a graduate
James Warren, 53, of Rockland, of Worcester Polytechnic Institute
a laborer, died suddenly Sunday aft where he was a member cf |Phi Sig
ernoon while bathing at the upper ma Kappa Fraternity. He has re
end of Chickawaukie Lake. Dr. cently returned to active duty.
Charles D. North, county medical
examiner, said death was due to a
JOSEPH
S. . CHASE
» •
. t a. ’
heart attack.
The remains of Joseph S. Chase,
Mr. Warren, a veteran of World
whose death was reported in a re
War I, was born at South Thomas
cent issue, were laid at rest in
ton son of Wifliam and Rebecca
Rivers Warren and had lived in Inglewood Park Cemetery, Los An
Rockland 30 years. He enlisted in geles, Calif., July 27.
The news came as a great shock
the U. S. Naval Reserve Force. Mar.
to
the brothers and sisters here, as
15, 1917. He was a seaman, second
he
had been ill only one day.
class, serving from Apr 6. 1917 to
Mr. Chase was affiliated with the
April 28, 1917 on the U. S. KearChristian
Science Church and the
sarge, and from April 28. 1917 to
Order
of
Elks.
Nov. 11, 1918 on the U. S. S. New
He went West 35 years ago on ac
York. He was honorably discharged
count
of ill health, and had made
at New York, Jan. 23, 1919. He was
a member of Huntley-Hill Post, his home in Los Angeles for the last
25 years. He is survived by his wife,
V.FW.
He is survived by his wife, Julia also a brother, Leon A. Chase; and
Andrews Warren; two sisters. Mrs. two sisters, Mrs. Annie Blaisdell and
Leona Williams of Owl’s Head and Mrs. Austin Smith of Rockland.
Mrs. Lillian Rackliff, Spruce Head;
a brother. Frank Warren of Rock
Church Grange Fair
land. and a daughter, Mrs. Frances
Churchill of Rockport.
Services will be conducted by Ma South Thomaston Folk Will
jor Abraham Thompson of the Sal
Stage Fair And Supper
vation Army and there will be mil
itary rites by Huntley-Hill Post, To the People Wishing To Get a Lot
Veterans of Foreign Wars, at Rus For Their Money:
You’ll get that and a good time
sell Funeral Home this afternoon at
2 o’clock. Interment will be in besides [Friday at the South Thom
aston Grange Hall where the an
South Thomaston.
nual Church-Grange Fair is to be
i
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Frisbee of held.
'Ocncord, N. H, and Dwight Dow’ of
For example — 10 ^handmade
(Lebanon, N. H.. have returned home patchwork comforters ih full bed
after spending a week with Mrs sizes and beautiful patterns for $6
Frisbee’s sister, Mrs. Harry T- each. Five \-bed sizes for $4 50
Rising.
each; 100 aprons for all occasions
J
,
well made of good materials by ioMrs. Robert Fansett and daugnxters, Harrietx andj Patricia, of Leth- cal women,
, priced frem 50c to $1; 50
freshly picked fir tip pillows in at
bridge, Alberta, Canada, are visiting
Mrs. Fansett's sister and brother- tractive covers from 25c to 50c;
in-law, Dr. and Mrs. B. E. Flanders. quantities ,of pieces of hand crochet
including many real linen pieces,
Mr. and Mrs. Earle F. Bidez of luncheon sets, pillow cases etc.; a
Savannah. Ga., parents of the wife doz. real linen handkerchiefs either
of Capt. Lloyd E. Clark, Jr.. U. S trimmed with emb. or crocheted
Army, are visiting Lloyd E. Clark. edges; a children's table where
many fine crib quilts in nursery
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter entertained patterns, babies’ garments ,and
at a coffee Monday morning^ com nearly a hundred dolls and animals
plimenting her sisters-in-law’, Mrs. all handmade. A wonderful chance
John T. Senter of Bangor and Miss to get Christmas gifts.
Jane Senter of Brunswick.
The cooked food) table will have
a
large assortment of home cooked
LENDON C. JACKSON
foods
made
South Thomaston’s
Lendon C. Jackson, Sr., a fore
man in the employ of H. H. Crie & best cooks. One beautiful hooked
Co. dropped dead this forenoon rug, several fine braided rugs and
while working in the Bessie Hewett
some old fashioned rag carpet ,rugs,
residence on Camden street.
all at attractive prices. A rummage
table will offer some good buys too.
Supper from 5 to 7 will consist of:
i Baked beans, scalloped and casser
HEWCAMDEN'THEATRt ole dishes, green beans, beets, cab
PHONE HIQ
bage salad, cucumbers, bread, cakes,
pies, doughnuts and coffee for 60c.
TODAY BARGAIN DAY
At 8 o’clock a mirth provoking en
ADULTS 30c, CHILDREN 12c
tertainment will be presented as
J. GAYNOR- D. FAIRBANKS
follows: Music by the Coast Guard
Orchestra;' vocal solos and1 the
comedy. “Waiting For the Male”
with the following cast of charac
ters: Mrs. Elizabeth Babb, Mrs
n
Wallace Bragg. Mrs. Eben Elwell,
Mrs. Clifford Dennison, Mrs. Myrtle
Makinen, Mrs. William Makinen,
And
Mrs. Amos Norton, Mrs. Bertha
R. LOWERY Hanley, Mrs Archie Rackliff and
D. DRAKE
In
Mrs. Ralph Colby. Social dancing
will follow the program.
Following are the committees:
Fancy Work, Mrs. Elizabeth Babb,
Mrs. William Clements, Mrs. Wal
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
lace Bragg and Mrs. Robert Robin
son;
apirons. Miss Louise Butler,
1st Showing In This Territory
Mrs Charles Hill. Mrs. Oscar BasC. LANDIS
P. O’BRIEN
sick and Mrs. George Fantom;
C. MORRIS
cooked food, Mrs. Clifford Denni
son. Mrs. Eben Elwell. Mrs. Amos
Norton; and Mrs' Olive Crockett
children’s table. Mrs. Allard Pierce.
Mrs. Estelle Dow; grabs, Mrs. Eva
Sleeper; cem'orters rugs and thrift
sale, Mrs F.-ri Ripley and Miss
Susie Sleeper. Coffee table, Mrs.
Amos Makinen and Mrs. William
AIR CONDITIONED
Makinen; supper, Miss Louise
THEATRE
Butler and all the other club mem
bers; entertainment, Mrs. A. F.

Is Engaged
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sleeper,—adv,
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Triple Birthdays

White Ribboner*

This And That

Local Branch Of The W. C.
T. U. Hears Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Marshall
A meeting of the Rockland W. C.
T. U. was held Friday at the home
of Mrs. Alice Kittredge, with 28
members and guests present.
Dr. Harry I. Marshall and Mrs.
Effie Lawrence Marshall were the
guest speakerrs. Also present was
Dr. Bordeau-Sisco who brought
greetings from the white ribbon
comrades of Baltimore. Miss Hattie
Lamb of Hartford, Conn., was a
visiting member. A letter of greet
ing from Mrs. Isabel Twaddell was
read. Eight new members have
been admitted since County Con
vention, making Rockland a gain
ing Union in the County Member
ship drive.
i
Mrs. Marshall was introduced by
the chairman. Mrs. Clara Emery,
and spoke briefly on “The Advance
on the Temperance Front,” speak
ing more especially of the Yale
School of Alcohol Research, held
last Summer, how for the first t me,
the friends of education, the W. C.
T. U. had so long sought, were will
ing to establish a school for study
and give scholarships to the same
Two hundred applied for admit
tance, but ,only 80 could be accom
modated, 17 per cent of these were
women.
They represented the
clergy, temperance advocates, edu
cationalists, scientists doctors of
medicine, social workers and the
manufacturers of alcohol. Every
State and' every age was represent
ed. A book has been prepared
summing up the findings of the

Mrs. Carl Griffith And Daugh
ters Patty And Nancy
Celebrate
Them
i . X. *• - /
I
•«

S. V.

Deep in my heart I know that
the Church is of God; that in spite
of human frailties she has brought
blessings untold to all generations,
including my own; that she has
made my community and my coun
try a better place ln which to live,
to work, to establish a home, and to
rear my children; that I would not
want to live or die in a land where
no church spires point its people
heavenward.
I also know that the church con
tinues to live triumphantly, even
when men and nations reject her
by indifference or open hostility.
In this knowledge I gladly give
myself to my church and offer her
my loyal support by intelligent mem
bership. regular attendance, gener
ous giving, ardent prayer, and de
voted
service—Oklahoma
City
Star.
• • • •
There are more than 1.500 differ
ent tongues in use today, but it is
not the purpose of Basic English as
a second language, to make any of
them dead languages. Other things
being equal, there is no danger
that anyone will give up his natural
language because he has had a
month or two of Basic, or that the
English of Shakespears and Lin
coln, Bunyan and Ruskin, will be
School. Much of ft had already changed in any wsy.
• * * •
•
been covered by the W.C.T.U.. It
So Wiscasset was once called Wisrecommended that colleges put al
chasset,
and it also said the mean
cohol education on their curricula
ing
of
that
name is a charming one.
m the departments of science, biol
which
slgnfies
the place where pine
ogy. physiology, psychology, and
cones
are
found.
Another attractive
safety.
item to make one love Wiscasset
New ways of reform were advo
more.
cated that the addict be not con
• • • •
sidered a social outcast, but a person
Rockland streets have been im
physically and mentally ill, in need proved since the attention was
of help from the minister and the called to their littered condition.
doctor. We are entering upon a The city men do all they can. but
new era that is bound1 to bring being so short handed they can’t
changes in every way of life. The go far. If Boy Scouts would only
Temperance Movement is going for take this job to their hearts and
ward in larger ways.
pick up paper, trash and clean
Dr. Marshall gave a highly inter weeds from the sidewalk edge, they
esting talk, panoramic, word pic would not have to beg for donations
tures. from incidents in his life as each year.
• • ♦ •
a missionary in Burma. A response
Shakespeare had a vocabulary of
camefrom W.C.T.U. members when
he said he had known Flora Strout, 21,003 words, seven times that of an
and her work! in Burma. (Flora average person today. He couuld
Strout was a Maine .woman promi not get along with just “Oh yeah”
nent as a World’s W.C.T.U. organi and “Okay”
• • • •
zer). In Burma she found and
Someone gives this advice anent
trairied in W.C.T.U. work. May
spinach
: This vegetable green needs
Mack, and' she in turn found Stella
a
well-drained
soil. I will go a bit
Dawson, who trained in temperance
farther
than
this
modest gardener.
method® and moved by the Spirit
It
also
needs
to
have this wellof God, went into the schools,
drained
soil
removed
from the
Buddhist, Hindu and Government,
and talked to the boys and girls leaves before cooking.
• * ♦ *
about God and His love for them.
If one gets the trend of really
Driven out by the Japs, she went to
good and well written books, they
India and is still carrying on there.
are not apt to enjoy tiie tawdry
Dr. Marshall spoke of visiting the
cheap'class on the market.
hospital cf Dr. Seagrave author of
• • • •
the book, "Burma Surgeon,” and
Clipped from a contemporary:
told of the miracle of training he
The Democrats’
punsters are
had done with the native girls as
working overtime, probably without
nurses and aides.
proper pay—which must merit dis
He said the Chinese homes are approval from their C. I. O., allies.
symbolic of the new over-riding the
The culprits began awhile ago, by
old. You have to pass through calling their opponents “Dewey
seven courtyards to the house, but eyed”—and now they are asking
inside, the home is very modern, themselves and themselves ans
with telephones and other late wering :
equipment. The Chinese are a
“Dewey we want Dewey? We
great people, and they will succeed. don’t!”
Liquor is a problem in Burma.
. • • • •
At first its sale was forbidden by
It is about time that somebody in
the English, but little by little re the Republican ranks should in
strictions were broken down. The quire whether the Democrats really
life of the native is very drab. Food believe their ‘Glorious Fourth” can
and liquor are their idea of enjoy be eltheT safe or sane.
t
• • • •
ment. They gauged the kind of
“There will always be the church
meeting held by the type of food
and
the world, and the heart of
served them.
Christianity and Temperance man shivering and fluttering be
should put on grace and joyousness tween them, choosing and chosen.”
and friendliness to attract, showing Remember Christ said, ’Come unto
there is something better. Young me all ye that labor and are heavy
people must take up the burden and and I will give you rest.”
• • • •
we must let them. Show them there
Into the bubbling beauty of his
is something in this work worth
song
while for them. , ’
The mocking bird trills his lays,
Dr. Marshall told of the coming Even the silent night is captured
of the American Flying Tigers— By these melodys, he displays.
some 200. He was Jhe first Ameri
K. S. F.
can to greet them, and at once they
• •• •
wanted to knfftv where they could
We do not know what we ought
get some American food. Such not to do until we know what we can
obtainable at any public place, the do; and we certainly should con
missionaries put on and served a sider what men can do before we
Yankee supper for them.
C. E
pass laws prescribing what they
should do.
• • • •
Chapin Class will be entertained
Aztec
Indians
utilized cccoa
by Mrs. Grace Rollins Wednesday at
beans
by
grinding
theyj
with com,
Odd Fellows Hall for picnic supper
at 6 o'clock and games in the even then adding water and salt and
chili spices and herbs. Thus a de
ing. Husbands invited.
licious soup was ready for cooking
Mrs. Frank Newbert will entertain and the more cooking, the better.
• • • •
EFA Club Wednesday afternoon at
Scientists are invited to attend an
her home on Masonic street.
informal conference on that dread
Mr. and Mrs. G. Renfrew Wilson disease, cancer, and "The relation
of Bangor are visiting Mr. and Mrs. ct heredity to the incidence of hu
Kenneth
street

A

George,

Pleasfuit

man

cancer.” This conference

slated tor Sept.

21-25.

is

Although their birthdays fell on
6unday Aug. 13 this year, Mrs. Carl
Griffith and two of her daughters,
I^tty Ann and Nancy Jane, cele
brated with a party Saturday, Aug.
12 at their home on Brewster street.
So many beautiful gifts were re
ceived it was like another Christ
mas in August.
Those invited were Mrs. Edward
Cobb and son George; Mrs Edward
Cross and! daughters Arlene and
Carol; Mrs. Theodore Davis and
daughters Sylvia and Judy Ann,
Mrs. Ernest Crie and daughters
Alice and Celia, Mrs. Harold Hill
and son Walter; Mrs. Arthur Hunt
ington and children Sharon and
Dennis. Mrs. Theodore Sylvester
and daughter Sandra, Mrs. Pierre
Havener. Mrs. Thomas Anderson
and Tommy Jr., Mrs. Belle Klein
berg; Mrs. Ernest Edwards and
children Arlene and Richard, Mrs.
Francis Harden, children Sharon
and Gary Kimball, Mrs Frank Mc
Kinney and daughter Brenda, Mrs.
Winston Brannan and-son Tommy,
Mrs. Robert Perry and daughter
Shelby of Thcmaston, Mrs. Carl
Hilton and daughter Diane of
Broad Cove. Mrs. George Davison
and son Donald, Alfreda and Dea
Perry, Shirlene Lord, Mary Jean,
Shelby and Elaine Glendenning;
Mrs. W. E. Graves Jr., Mrs. Belle
Frost, Mrs. Donald Huntley and
nephew Charles, and Betty and
“Butch” Griffith. The happiest
surprise of the afternoon oc
curred when.
Mrs.
Griffith's
mother and brother, Mrs. Florence
M. Barrett and Thomas Barrett,
very unexpectedly arrived from
Keene. N. H. Mrs. Griffith ex
presses gratitude to the Russell Fu
neral Home for the loan of chairs
for the party.
In accepting the invitation of the
president of the Woman’s Educa
tional Club for his wife to become
a Life Member of this club Walter
W. Morse of Portland, formerly of
Rockland, now vice president cf the
Federal Life and Casualty Co., of
Detroit, pays this tribute to the
members: “I have always admired
the aims and ideals of this splendid
institution. Having been the head of
other organizations I know that so
much depends upon the leader; in
fact, the difference between abund
ant success and mediocrity.” At
next Friday's picnic with Miss Ma
rion Weidman in Rockport, several
unannounced speakers are expected
with discussion on “What’s the use
to begin to fuss now about post
war plans when the war isn't half
won yet and Japan may stave off
our full victory for years or even
forevre?” A special late afternoon
treat will be had in the talk of Prof.
Sam Oreen of Colby College, lately
of Harvard, an authority on art
with few peers in this country.
Prof. Green will speak at 4 o’clock
on “Maine Art.”

Mrs. Ruth McInnis of Malden,
Mass, visited her sister, Mrs. Albert
J. Brickley this week-end. ©he
was accompanied here by her son.
Donald, who will visit Mr. and Mrs.
Brickley several days.
Mrs. Maurice Pitts is a surgical
patient at Knox Hospital.

SPRING
BEAUTY

At a Price That Is Sure To
Please You

INDIVIDUALIZED

OIL
PERMANENTS

Including Razor Out,
Shampoo, and Set

Gilberts Beauty
Salon
PHONE 142
375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
»
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FSfle Elgfil
lowed the sea, (Lieut James
Mathews being a Naval officer and
Joseph Mathews, son of Lieut. John
Mathews,
a seaman), the tradition
Work Completed By Bernice
still lingers. At Annapolis Naval
A. Newborg, Contains
Academy are found as recent
Many Knox County
graduates, these descendants: Lieut,
(s g ) Bruce Wiggin, class of 1S33
Names
now in command! of a submarine,
The Mathews genealogy which Lieut. (J.g) George Kittredge, class
has been in process of compilation of 1940, also on submarine duty,
for seven years was completed and EJisigr. Stetson P. (Hills, class of
submitted to the Spring conference 1943 and Ensign Spalding Hcdsdon,
of the State Daughters of the class of 1944.
A partial list of those now in
American Revolution of Massachu
service
is appended, including many
setts by its author, Bernice C New
from
Rockland
and viclniy.
borg, former Registrar of Menotomy
Navy
Officers:
Com. Cecil R
Chapter, D.AJR., of Arlington,
Mas . and now Chairman of Gene Good of Iowa. Lieut. Alexander
alogical Records. It is called “De Page of Boston, Ensign Richard W.
scendants of Col. Mathews and Karl, Air Corps, of Rockland. En
Catherine Campbell With Allied sign Mark Newcomb, Air Corps In
structor of Arlington, Mass., Lieut.
Lines’’ and contains 691 pages.
Miss Newborg has received much Bruce Wiggin of Conway Center,
praise for her work from various N. H., (Lieut George Kittredge of
authorities, especially from Miss South Thomaston, Ensign Spalding
Evelyn Reed Keith. State chairman Hodidon cf South Thomaston, En
of Genealogical Records for Mas sign Stetson IP. (Hills of Belfast Ra
sachusetts, who considers the Math dio Chief Maurice 'Rackliff of
ers family history the outstanding Spruce (HeadMarine Corps (Officers: Lieutpiece of genealogical material sub
mitted1 by the State to the National Chester M. Wiggin of Conway Cen
Bociety, DAB. this year. Copies ter, N. (H„ Lieut. George B. Robin
have been placed in the D.A.R. Na son of Oakland, Calif.
tional Library in Washington. D.
Coast Guard Officers: Captain
C. and in the New England His Clyde V. Grant of South Portland.
toric Genealogical (Library in Bos Lieut. (Albert J. Smalley of St
ton.
»
George.
The work consists of descendants
Army Officers: 'Lieut. Lena E.
of the worthy couple, Col. Math Hooper, WAC of Auburn. Lieut.
ews and Catherine Campbell who Roger S. Maddocks of ^Brimfield.
were the progenitors of one of Mass., Lieut. Andrew W. Sides of
Maine’s outstanding pioneer fami Camden, Lieut. Jesse E. Hamiel and
lies. Col. participated ln five Lieut. J. (C. Barwick of Washta,
French-Indian Wars while his three Iowa, Lieut. Clarence R. Simmons,
sons, Lieut. James, Lieut. John and Air Corps of Orono, Lieut. Grant
Charles served in the Revolution, Turner and Lieut. Shirley R.
as well as five husbands of his five Turner, 'Army Nurse, of Detroit,
daughters, Ezekiel Spaulding, Tim Michigan, Major Harold C. (Hamil
othy Spaulding, Joseph Coombs, ton of Norwich University, Lieut.
Joshua Tenant and William Rowell. Fred T. Spaulding of Mattapan,
Lieut. James Mathews earlier re- | Ma&s, Lieut. James E. Griffith of
6ided at Georgetown, Maine and j
Angeles, Lieut. Robert ChadMarblehead, Mass., but during his j Wicjc of Wollaston, Mass, Capt.
later years settled in Cushing with clement Kennedy of Swampscott,
his third wife, Mrs. Elinor Jones Mass., Capt. Joseph Emery of
Barbour, a Revolutionary War Rockland Lieut. Allen A. Lockman
nurse. He was elected town officer of Boyne City. Mich., Lieut. Eila
in leoa when the Town of St. Mathews, Air Corps Nurse, of Lin
George was separated from Cush colnville, Lieut. (Laroy Brown ol
ing. Lieut. John Mathews was first South Thomaston, Lieut. John J.
settler at South Thomaston 1767, Jackson, Air Corps, of Medford
while Charles Mathews was early Mass., Lieut. John-J. Wahl of Rocksettler at Lincolnville, then called ford m
“Canaan,’’ Ezekiel and Timothy I Navy Personnel: Lee J. (Peterson,
Spaulding, originally from Con- • of Clinton, Iowa. Robert W. Gilger
necticut, settled at Harpswell. and
Montezuma, Kansas, Ellsworth
Timothy removed to Owl’s Head in and Lewis Stratton of Los Angeles,
1786. Joseph Coombs remained in John M. Thompson pf Ely. Nevada.
Harpswell while Joshua Tenant William and Herbert Nye of Clay

Noted Chalk Artist

Mathews Genealogy

settled at “Tenant’s Harbor” and center, Nebr.. Ralph Leathers of
William Rowell, originally from ; VassalbOTO, Dorothy CJassidy, WAVE

New Hampshire, settled at

the of Owl’s Head, Robert L. Clark of
*Keag.
Warren, Donald Heyer of Waldo
The book not only gives the Rev boro, Donald Spalding of Thomasolutionary records of the Mathews ton, Raymond H. and Robert H.
family, but includes a total of over Pcgarty of 'Rockland, Kenneth
130 such service records of others Meader of Malden, Mass., (Donald
whose descendants have intermar Bc-rgerson of Rockland, Russell! B.
ried with pjathews’ (Descendants. It Plummer of Lisbon Palls, Me., Don
also contains ancestral charts trac ald A. Goodwin of Brunswick
ing the family to the “Mayflower" Bernard Smalley of St. George,
and some thirty pages of excerpts Herbert J. Holland and Ralph A.
from various sources establishing Holland of Dorchester, Mass.. Henry
proof of descent. An Index of 62 J. Gregory of New York City. Bar
bara E. Wiggin, WAVE of IRock
pages aids in locating families.
In reading the book it is found land', Charles JCarr of Rcckland, Al
that many descendants have at fred Kinney, Arthur Kinney and
tained distinction in the field of Austin Kinney of St. George, Da
education with several college presi vid A. Newcomb of Rockland, Fred
dents, the ministry, business engi Luscombe of Medford Mass , Fay
neering., agriculture, music, art. pol Greene of Maicelona, Michigan,
itics and the .medical profession, Gordon E. Burgesi, Air Corps of
Including several outstanding wom Rockland.
en doctors recognized as authori
Marine Corps Personnel: James
ties in their fields. Other descend R. Gilger of Montezuma, Kansas.
ants have contributed greatly to Clayton Fales of Warren, Peleg D.
their communities in the present Bradford. Jr. of Rockland, Frank
crisis by service ln civilian defense. Snow cf San Francisco, Charles S.
state guard, coastal patrol, civilian Curtis of Rockland
air patrol, and in civic positions of - Coast Guard' Personnel: Richard
trust. In this latter group are A. Perry of Rockland. John An
found now serving as town clerks drews of Walpole, Mass. Edgar and
the following descendants — Mrs. David Post of Spruce Head, Eugene
Ellena Dyer Fredette of Owl’s Head, Clement of Winthrop, Muss.
Mrs. Ellen Thurlow Ludwig of
Army Personnel: Julius MacCasHope, Willis R. Vinal of Warren lin o» Rockland, Clayton Power,
[resigned] and Enoch dark of Sgt. Paul N. Power and Howard W.
Thomaston. Also, the first Maine Power of Whitman, Mass, Sgt.
man to be killed in World War I Francis Spaulding of Ottawa, 111.,
was Oscar A. iHix of South Thom Keith Madison of Adrian, Minn ,
aston, a descendant, for whom the Donald and (Harold Gilger of Mon
new bridge over the Keag River tezuma, Kansas, Sgt Wilson Hub
was dedicated.
bard of Cordell. Okla.. Wm. H.
The author has attempted to in Ordway of Spokane, Wash., Herbert
dicate those who served in all other Nye of Clay Center, Nebraska,
wars as well 4s in the present con Harold L. Small of Bath, Francis
flict, but these notations are neces H. Dole of (Holden, Maine, Ralph
sarily incomplete as much of the C. French of East Corinth. Robert
material was received before De Beede, Air Corps, of Brewer, Doug
cember. 1941. However, it is inter las Temple of Brookline. Mass.,
esting to pote that in this criti Olon Leathers, Air Corps of Vas
cal period, as in 1776. the Mathews salboro Herbert and Dana C. Jud
clan, now spread from the Atlantic kins of Dover-Foxcroft, Frank A.
to the Pacific, has again answered Williams of Union. Clifford P. jKniIts country's call and gone forth to loch of Fort Fairfield, Eugene P.
battle. Since Coll and he son fol- (Hooper, Air Corps, of Auburn, Sgt.

NOTICE

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
BOCKLAND. ME.

FRIENDSHIP
The Bricker Family

Miss Eleanor Cook of New York
City is spending two weeks at the
Summer home of her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Raymond Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomley and
family of Quincy, Mass , and Mr
and Mrs. George Nance and son
George of Jamaica Plain, Mass., are
occupying the Thompson cottages
on Bradford’s Point.

Rev. Larry McAllen Will Be Will Find These Questions
At Washington Camp
And Answers Interesting
ground Meetings
Reading
Restaurant-Goers Questions
Answers

>

-'

(Rev. and Mrs. Larry McAllen

A noted chalk artist is to be at
Washington Campground. Rev. and
Mrs. Larry McAllen of Auburn,
will have charge of the ycaing
People’s Twilight service beginning
at 6 PM., each evening, Aug. 19
through Aug 27.
Mrs. McAllen sings the gospel
message while Rev. McAllen draws
the message on the board. They
have given their lives and talents to
God and God is blessing their min
istry.
Words are inadequate to describe
the beautiful chalk pictures that
Rev. McAllen produces. You are in
vited to attend Washington Camp
ground this year and enjoy some of
the riches that God has for us all.
After the out-door service with
the chalk artist, Evangelist Lome
Ross will conduct an Evangelistic
Service nightly at 7:45 in the Tab
ernacle at Washington.

William Carver of^Camden, Milton
V. Rollins, Air Corps, of Rockland,
Wylie E. Patten of Lincolnville, Sgt.
Josef Vinal of Warren, Edwin K.
Jones of iRockland, Russell S. Fales
Warren, Sgt. Theodore Caddy, Air
Corps of St. George. Gordon. Da
vid, Donald and Harry Deits of
Seattle, Wash., (Edgar Richardson
of iRockland. Ernest Ros9 of Wash
ington, Maine, John Guptill, Robert
Guptill and WalteT Guptill of In
graham’s Hill, Sherwood C. Snow,
Phys. Ed. Inst of San Francisco,
John Harlow of Rockland, Henry W.
Creeger of Richmond, Calif., Rich
ard Marsh of Rockland. Richard
A Gushee and Paul F. Gushee of
Appleton, Arthur Rackliff of South
Thomaston, 'Sgt. Lawrence McAl
lister of Brookline. Mass.. John F.
Karl of Rockland, Clarence E.
Butler of Rockland, Sgt. Albert
Emery and Cpl. Charles A. Emery
of Rockland, Raymond Thompson
of Rockland. Sgt. Richard Brown of
South Thomaston, Maynard R.
Wiley, Preston L. Wiley and Mal
colm E. Wiley of St. George,'Cpl.
Everett C. Elwell and Cecil R. El
well of Spruce Head, Chester H.
Wall of Spruce Head, Donald L. In
gerson of Rockland, George W.
Maker, Norman S. Maker, Richard
and Robert Maker, all of Boston,
Arthur D. and Charles A. Thomas
of Bangor, Arthur Gilman and
Morris Gilman of Owl’s Head.
Cpl. Silas H. Curtis, Jr. of Owl’s
Head. Irving Crockett of South
Thomaston. Sgt. Francis L. Dyer of
Owl’s Head, Byron G. Pride of
Westbrook, Me, Arnold and Irving
McConchie of Rockland, Herbert
Loring cf Hingham, Mass., Merrill
B. Wall of St. George. John J. New
borg, Air Corps, of Arlington, Mass.
Gwendel Lockman of Boyne pity,
Michigan, Thomas Ginn Aldrich,
Air Corps, and Richard C. Aldrich
of Sugar Hill, N. H, Eugene Mad
docks. Air Corps of Fort Ransom,
North Dakota. Parker George of
Camden. Walter A Mansfield,
Lloyd E. Mansfield and Evelyn E.
Mansfield, WAC of Lincolnville and
Rockland. (Ralph T. Clark of Rock
land, Daniel Munro of Rockland,
George Harlow of Rockland.
------------------------I

WE’RE MUDDLING ALONG
While our American boys are giv
ing the enemy a brave and brilliant
fight on every battle Mront around
the world, here at home we are con
tinuing to make a most miserable
and deplorable failure of winning
the war. Bureaucratic government
is surely making a foul mess of
things at present and many are hop
ing. as a local business man re
marked this week, that “the country
will soon be given back to the peo
ple.”—Milton- (Ore.) Eagle.

and

Q. Are ceiling prices in effect in
all eating and drinking places?
A. Ceiling prices are in effect in
all restaurants, cafes, hotels, cafe
terias delicatessens, soda foun
tains, boarding houses, bars, cater
ing businesses and other public eat
ing and drinking establishments.
Q. Do all establishments have
.the same ceiling prices?
A No The prices for each es
tablishment are set on the basis of
what that particular establishment
charged during the ’base price per
iod” of April 4-10, 1943.
Q. Do all meals have ceiling
prices on them?
A Yes. In each establishment
the price of each meal is set at the
highest price which was charged
for the same meal during the base
period.
Q. Do a la carte Items have ceil
ing prices on them?
A. Yes. Their prices are the
same as the highest price charged
by the particular establishment dur
ing the base period.
Q. How can I tell you what res
taurant ceiling prices are?
A. Beginning August 16, 1944.
each establishment will display a
large pester showing the ceiling
prices of 40 commonly sold meals
and separate food items. The base
period prices for all other meals
and fcod items are filed by each
establishment and will be made
available to you upon request.
Q Can Sunday meals be sold at
higher prices titan the weekday
celling prices?
A. If, during its base period, an
establishment charged more for its
Sunday meals than for weekday
meals, lt may continue charging
those higher prices on Sunday, but
its ceiling price poster list must
the weekday prices of 40 commonly
sold meals and food items.
Q.Can holiday meals be higher
than the regular celling prices of
meals?
A. Establishments which charged
different prices for holiday meals
may go on doing so if their special
holiday prices are not more than
15 percent higher thon their Sun
day. April 4. 1943 prices. Special
New Year’s Eve prices may not be
higher than those charged on New
Year’s Eve, 1942.
Q. Do alcoholic beverages have
ceiling prices?
A. Yes. Their prices in each
establishment'are the same as those
legally charged during the base
period, plus any taxes that legally
can be passed on to consumers.
Q. What is the ceiling price of
hot coffee?
A. The ceiling price i» 5 cents
per cup or pot in all establishments
except those which charged more
during the week of October 4-10,
1942.

a.
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Governor and Mrs. Bricker and Jack

GLENMERE

KEEP FAITH
j Wtf/t ltf— j

Mr and Mrs. Edward Robinson
and daughter Phyllis of this place,
and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Reynolds
of St. George passed the week-end
with Mrs. Edward Kelley in Bath.

WAR BONDS

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Mrs. Genie Bramhalh has returned
from Knox Hospital following an
appendectomy and Mrs. Geneva
Thompson expects to return home
from the hospital in a few days.
Paul Lash who has been serving
in Italy, is at the home of his par
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Robert Lash.
Janet and Carolyn Philbrook of
Warren are spending a week with
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thompson.

Mrs. Albion Wotton.
Fred Robinson of Providence and
Cushing, and his niece, Miss Bar
bara Robinson of Washington, D. fjF
and Rockland were supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R R. Thompson.
Recent callers at the home were Mr.
and Mrs George Gonia and friends
of Crescent Beach.
Services for Clarence Richards,
36 were held Friday at the Advent
Church. Mr. Richards’ body was
found in the river near his home
last Tuesday. He leaves his widow,
Mrs. Myra (Genthner) Richards,
and six children, Cyrus, Larane,
James Virgil, Helen and Douglas;
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Richards: his grandmother. Mrs.
Abbie Linscott; a brother, William"*
Richards; and a sister, Mrs Bessie
Hoffses of Thomaston.

The W. A F. D will serve a public
supper Aug. 17 at Ray’s Upper Hall,
Miss Alice Logan is at Knox Hos consisting of lobster stew, crackers,
pital for medical treatment.
pickles, coffee and doughnuts for 50
Roy Cook of Baldwinsville, Mass., cents. —adv.
65-lt
is visiting at the home of his cousin
For cleaner greens and to avoid a
Raymond Cook.
gritty
taste, wash spinach, water
Luther Wotton Ylc who has been
cress,
lettuce
and others in slightly
stationed in Boston, passed the
week-end with his parents. Mr. and , warm water.
V

Scoff Furriers
Sell More Fur Coats
than Any Other Fur
rier in New England
t

THRIFT - WISE, VALUE - WISE
WOMEN WILL BE QUICK TO TAKE <■
ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFERING!

*129 *179 *249
TAX INCLUDED >

|.iXb

Magnificent 1945 Furs in
Stunning New Silhouettes
Choose from the ever-smart tuxedos, the

sportster type, the fitted type. But CHOOSE
a Scott Furriers fur fashion, and you wil^ be

delighted with the quality, the warmth, the
dependability, and the healthful
ction

you will get. Now . . . more than ever . . .
make a wise investment in a new Scott Fur

riers coat!
Other Superb Scott Furriers’
Fashions from $99 to $799

TIME FOR CHANGE
It isn’t at all surprising nor is it
unexpected that New Deal propo
nents should lose no time getting out
the mud balls to hurl at Governor
Dewey, or any other candidate that
might have been put forth by the
Republican Party. So much mud
has been heaved at the G.O.P. in
the past twelve years another plas
tering won’t make much difference.
The fact still remains, the definite
swing away from the New Deal has
the boys worried and it can be confi
dently expected this time that many
a mud ball will contain a brick.
The biggest howl will undoubtedly
come from those who feed, financial
ly, at the public trough. To them
it’s like a dentist bearing down on
an exposed nerve and their groans
will be heart rending. They’ll cuss
Hoover, who isn’t a candidate for
anything, to high heaven for exer
cising the rights of any citizen to ex
press bis views, they'll belabor
Dewey because “he isn’t keeping
faith with the people of New York”
by not staying on the job, forgetting
Roosevelt was a Governor and cam
paigned for the Vice Presidency
years ago and then they'll even bring
out the Boy Scout charge on Dewey,
forgetting twelve years ago when
the President was all for ousting
members of the Supreme Court be
cause they were old men, a state in
life to which he himself is now en
gulfed. He was for youth and vigor
at the time but then he was twelve
years younger.—Davis (CalifJ En
terprise.
Read The Courier-Gazette
ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLR
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NO FINER TIME TO INVEST IN

SCOTT SUPER HILT
< Roistered)

Choose From These Glorious Furs

Priced to Meet Your Budget

CAT LYNX GREATCOATS
GREY DYED KID SKINS

SILVERED DYED FOX GREATCOATS
RACCOON DYED AMER. OPOSSUMS

ltf

SHEARED BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMB
tut

SKUNK DYED AMER.
OPOSSUM
SEMBLES
DYED CARACUL LAMB COATS

EN

BEAVER OR SEAL-DYED CONEYS

BLACK DYED KIDSKIN COATS
BLACK ASSEMBLED PERSIAN LAMBS

SABLE BLEND MUSKRAT COATS
GREY ASSEMBLED PERSIAN LAMBS
NORTHERN BLENDED MUSKRATS

BLACK DYED PERSIAN PAWS

”

I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of
property. What have yon that yon want to sell
qnickly?

376 MAIN STREET,

Restaurant-Goers

TEL. 77
36-tf

Nenrous, Restless
0« “CEBTAIN BAYS" Of Tlw Itoatli?
IT functional periodic disturbances
make you lee), nervous, tired, restless,
“dragged out"—at such times—try fa
mous Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound to reUeve such symptoms. It
helps nature/ Plnkham’s Compound ts
also a grand stomachle tonic. Follow
label directions. Worth trying/

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

BLACK DYED SKUNK GREATCOATS

0 sssaaiM
BH0HBH QB
■GHHE30S
0 3H0
BBSS
aatirau]® kisejisbe

Q0BBB■H|0SBD0
SSE BIBB IB TOES

MINK BLEND MUSKRATS
LETOUT SILVER BLEND RACCOONS

SILVER FOX JACKETS

SCOTT EXPERT FURRIERS WILL BE HERE
TO SERVE YOU AT CUTLER’S, 369 MAIN ST., WED.-THURS., AUG. 16-17

tf

